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Mission Statement
At Kisulo Mukasa Institute we educate to improve lives for
our students and community, always putting God first in everything
we do.

Vision
At KMI we put God first in everything we do. We shall always aim to
be number one in the courses we teach. We educate to improve lives
of our students to have a better community.

Values
We value God first. Our second value is assisting our students,
parents-sponsors with honesty and utmost integrity. Our third value is
helping one another to make KMI the best school of its kind in the
world.

Philosophy
At KMI we are committed to teaching courses that will help in
providing better lives for our students, community and nation. Our
campus shall be free of tribalism and religious bigotry, with zero
tolerance toward sexual harassment and discrimination.

PLAN FOR SUCCESS
Success for our student is the utmost aim at our Institute. KMI,
therefore, requires that student has:
□ Determination to graduate with better knowledge and skills.
□ Teamwork to help one another.
□ Patience with fellow students, instructors and other staff.
□ Tolerance toward others different from herself or himself.
□ Behavior respectful of the Institute and community.
□ Honesty and integrity.
□ Concern for others, environment and Institute property.
□ Independent thinking to prepare for leadership.
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Letter from The Principal
I greet you warmly and welcome you sincerely through our Website.
Thank you for the opportunity to write to you. Let me first explain
our name.


Professor Paul L. Kisulo Mukasa was the founder of
*Nkumba College of Commerce & Advanced StudiesEntebbe [NCC] back in 1972. Before that, he had to re-build
from academic collapse Nkumba Secondary School in 1969
and elevate it to Nkumba Secondary School-Center for
Commercial, Professional & Business Education. Professor
Kisulo Mukasa did not accomplish this alone, elders of the
Nkumba community and the best teachers and staff worked
with him on that very important task.

His vision for excellence improved business education to the highest
level Uganda could claim at that time. Developmental competition in
the 1970s to early 1980s made Nkumba College of Commerce &
Advanced Studies the alternative for advanced business studies after
government-owned Uganda College of Commerce-Nakawa.
So, we think you agree it is fitting to open a school in Mr. Kisulo
Mukasa‘s name, to follow his example of educational excellence.
He achieved a lot as an educator and humanitarian, but let us mention
just a few more:





Taught determined students some of whom earned business
degrees from Nairobi University and University of Dar es
Salaam on government scholarship.
Educated Captain Grace S. who became the first Ugandan
commander of the Police Airwing-Entebbe.
Educated the first female Ugandan helicopter pilot.
Appointed trainer, East African Examinations Council—
among the first indigenous Africans on the Council.

At Kisulo Mukasa Institute we aim to duplicate the expertise
of Professor Mukasa, which will help you our student achieve your
goals. We wish you God’s guidance and good luck always.

Sincerely,

C.K. Lwanga, B.A. Business Ed.
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Welcome
Dear student, you are welcome!
Thank you for visiting KMI online. Here is a question:

What is your Goal in life?
Sounds simple, but relevant! When you join a school for further
studies, it‘s because you want to learn a chosen career—so you can
fulfill your dreams. Whatever course of study you choose is none of
anybody‘s business except yours, and if sponsored, your parent or
sponsor.
At Kisulo Mukasa Institute we understand that you are the reason we
open our doors every day. So, your interests are our interests. You
will meet a team that will understand your goal, teachers that won‘t
spend any more time than you need at our campus because the
courses are hands-on. The theory that you will learn at KMI is only
that which has a direct relationship to your future success. The way
we see it, if you need lots of theory, you‘ll have plenty of time ahead
to get it—after you get that job or start that business of your dream.
So, in this course online course prospectus [catalog] you are going to
find more about KMI, our community and location and get detailed
about what we teach and how we teach. That way we hope you can
make an informed choice. Are you ready?

KMI – Full Disclosure
Kisulo Mukasa Institute is an educational institution
managed on the philosophy of not-for-profit. In 1999 we got
registered by the Ministry of Education to open a post-secondary
educational institute, and a license from Uganda Investment
Authority to invest as 60% American and 40% Ugandan. The
American part takes care of the founder‘s citizenship protocol. No
single cent of public money or donor funds started KMI—everything
is from long years of savings. Every student is invited to review both
documents at our main office.
Since May 2000, KMI has been off and running, except for a few
years when we decided to fine-tune our mission while our doors were
temporarily closed. And we are glad to have done that because Kisulo
Mukasa Institute engine is now well-tuned, the motor is running full
speed, and, to borrow a mechanic‘s phrase, the chassis is well-oiled.
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KMI has had the opportunity to educate more than 300 students since
day one, which adds to about 50 skilled citizens a year. Count them
among the older, the younger, teens and pre-teens. The number is
small by design. We enroll up to 184 students only a year to give
maximum attention, given our limited building facilities. Building
plans are under final review, so better buildings and slightly more
students are expected sometime soon.

Location
Our community is Entebbe. Find us at a location commonly called
―mile 17‖ Mpala part of Nkumba, a village with a proud history of
living in harmony with one another. If you are a native of MpalaLyamutundwe-Nkumba, enough said. But if you are coming in,
remember these two words about Mpala: Quiet. Friendly. The
founder of Kisulo Mukasa Institute grew up here and went to school
here. ―Mpala has always been that way,‖ he says with a smile.
But let us simply summarize. Mpala-Nkumba, the place KMI calls
home, is a beauty to behold. Not because of high-tech buildings but
because of the people who make the community. So welcoming and
free of the usual noisy ―anything goes‖ social activity, MpalaNkumba is a haven for education.
Ample Opportunity to Succeed
Population at Mpala community is approximately 5,000 friendly
people, giving the student ample opportunity to study and succeed,
and after studying to go shopping at several area shops, kiosks,
clinics and roadside markets just yards away, right on the main
Entebbe-Kampala road. For more shopping, less than ½ mile west is
Abayita-Ababbiri, a busy trading center that attracts varieties of
entertainment and boasts a ―farmers market‖ every Friday, all day till
the wee hours of midnight Saturday.
Now let‘s go to Kasenyi Landing Site, about 5 miles south of KMI
campus. Modernizing by the day, Kasenyi is a hub for fish
processing, delicacies of dishes and an attraction of people of all
walks of life, native and foreign.
The Beauty
The beauty of our location is we are very near the airport and Entebbe
Town. And we are very near Kampala City, 30 minutes is all you
need to get there on a busy commute! Just 7 miles west of us,
Entebbe International Airport provides —needless to say—a site to
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see and meet people, coming in or going out. On your way to the
Airport, take time and stop by Kitubulu another landing site-turnedmini beach. Several resort-type entertainment spots bring all kinds of
fun at Kitubulu, especially on weekend. Fun lovers travel in from all
over Uganda and leisure seekers fly in from all over the world.
Remember to look around Entebbe Town, the best kept secret in
Uganda and while there check out The Zoo, now renamed Wildlife
Educational Center.
For now we shall pause the ‗Introduction to Mpala-Entebbe‘ here
because we believe that if location is important to you, you are
already convinced. Let us just add that everything we have left out is
by plan—for you to discover by yourself!
Welcome to Kisulo Mukasa Institute your community development
partnersm

Student Population
KMI enrolls male and female students, married or unmarried, who
are at least 15 years old for full-time and part-time courses. Student
must meet the entry requirements for a specified course as outlined in
course booklet [catalog of courses]. Student who is younger than 15
years may apply for studies offered under US College [Universal
Skills], the Institute‘s continuing education center.
Because females historically have been at a disadvantage, 55% of
vacancies shall be offered to area female applicants. Where a female
is competing with a male for enrollment, therefore, priority may go to
local female if grades match or are just slightly lower than the male‘s.
Classroom Size: Is about 27 students to ensure attention from teacher.
Maximum Enrollment: Goal is average 184 full-time students a year.

COURSES AND DEPARTMENTS
Two departments and an independent college manage how student
progresses at Kisulo Mukasa Institute.

Sanyu Namazzi Department of Business Excellence
Diploma Executive Secretary major ~ This is a full-time course.
To be admitted, a student needs:
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Uganda National Examinations Board (UNEB) National
Certificate in Secretarial Studies, OR



Proof of one year of full-time paid work experience in
clerical, secretarial or office responsibilities.

Student has 4 options of specialization to choose from which include
sitting for and earning a diploma or certificate or certificates from
UNEB.
Duration: 2 to 2½ years depending on Option chosen.
Advanced Certificate School Office Assistant ~ This is a weekend
or evening course so student who works can learn after work. To be
admitted, a student needs:


A certificate or diploma in secretarial or clerical studies
with basic knowledge of computer or typewriting OR



Uganda National Examinations Board (UNEB) National
Certificate or Diploma in Secretarial Studies or single
secretarial subject certificates of the same board, OR



Proof of one year full-time paid work experience in clerical,
secretarial or office responsibilities with computer use.

Duration: 4 months.

L Bbaale Department of Technical Innovation
Diploma Accountancy major ~ In this full-time course, a student
needs the following qualifications to be admitted:


―A‖ level certificate showing a principal pass WITH



―O‖ level certificate showing Mathematics and English
credits if ―A‖ level principal pass is not Math or English OR



Uganda National Examinations Board (UNEB) National
Certificate in Accountancy and ―O‖ level certificate
showing student passed Mathematics and English.

Student has 3 options of specialization to choose from which include
sitting for and earning UNEB diploma, certificate or certificates.
Duration: 2 to 2½ years depending on Option chosen.
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Professional Certificate Business Data Processing major~ This is
a full-time course. To be admitted, a student needs:


―O‖ level certificate showing student passed four subjects
including English Language or Literature and Mathematics,
OR



Uganda National Examinations Board (UNEB) certificate or
certificates showing student passed secretarial, or
commercial, or technical subject(s) AND ―O‖ level
certificate showing student passed three subjects including
Mathematics, OR



Proof of one year of full-time paid work experience in data
processing-related field OR proof of sponsorship by
employer or potential employer.

Student has 2 options of specialization to choose from which include
sitting for and earning single subject certificates from UNEB.
Duration: 1½ years.

US College – The Continuing Education Center
If course is not designated in Institute brochure as full-time or parttime, student may take it in US College [Universal Skills], a school at
KMI offering opportunity on ―continuing education center ‖ plan that
exclusively gives opportunity to student to set the study timetable.
Certificate & Letter of Job Performance ~ Single-subject, multiple
subject, full-course certificate or letter of job performance – as the
case may be – is awarded upon successful completion of subject(s)
offered under US College.
Entry: No minimum academic requirements, generally, are required
except ability to understand what is being taught.
Length: The courses or subjects may take a few days, a week or
months depending on what is being learnt, and student‘s attendance.
A student who wishes to participate in formal graduation ceremony
may be considered on space-available basis, but no space guaranteed.
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Certified Computer Technician (CCT) | Computer Help-Desk ~
This course is offered under US College. To get into this course,
student has to:


Be able to read and understand course material as well as
follow instructor‘s teaching. No minimum academic grade
entry requirements. Priority in these two courses is given to
student sponsored by employer or potential employer.



Duration: 4 months for CCT | 2 months for Help Desk

Public Safety Certificate School Campus Security ~ This course is
offered under US College. To get into this course, student needs:


Ability to read, understand and follow syllabus in class, lab
and instruction notes. No minimum academic requirements.



Physical Fitness: Student will perform moderate physical
excercises which may include running short distance
requiring exposure to hot or cold weather. Priority given to
students sponsored by schools and similar establishments.

Duration: 8 weeks.
More details about courses of study at KMI start on page 28.

ADMISSIONS PROCESS
Our admissions plan begins with you in mind: A solid plan for the
safety of our student, female and male. Before we opened our doors
in May 2000, we already had a plan to ensure a calm and studious
campus, and a procedure to ensure the policy is implemented.
This plan outlined in policy below, is a cornerstone of KMI and it
says a lot about the Institute where you plan to spend the next two
years or beyond.

Anti-Discrimination Policy
Policy KMI.703/1.1a guards against Sexual Harassment and
Discrimination on KMI campus and functions. No form of
discrimination whether based on social status, gender, tribe, culture,
religion, national origin, handicap or any criteria is permitted at
KMI. (i) Sexual relations between staff and students are not permitted
on campus or off campus. (ii) No student, employee or contractor
shall be asked for sexual favors in exchange for course grade,
8
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payment of tuition or fees, admission to a course, offer of a job,
provision of security and safety or any other issue. (iii) No displays of
sexual material whether printed, spoken, drawn, listened to, accessed
electronically or otherwise are allowed on campus.
What is Sexual Harassment? Sexual harassment can be male
against female, female against male, male against male or female
against female.

ADMISSIONS REQUIREMENTS
Understanding the changing economy is a major reason in deciding
how to educate our community. But also understanding the pressures
of attending ―O‖ and ―A‖ level school is equally important. KMI has
set minimum entry requirements that are fair, consistent and enabling
of the student to succeed. [Details are on page 5 under ―Courses and
Departments‖]. Admission is twice a year.
Most admission requirements have been set after reviewing The
Uganda National Examinations Board (UNEB) academic
requirements for sitting for business and technical exams. However,
KMI‘s requirements are not exactly identical to UNEB because
UNEB‘s ―A‖ and ―O‖ level requirements may change. Therefore,
KMI student who chooses to sit for UNEB is advised to be familiar
with their academic requirements and fulfill them to be registered for
examinations. Student should contact Institute Main Office or UNEB
throughout studies for latest information on UNEB requirements.
KMI policy admits any person who is 15 years of age or older who
meets academic or alternative admission. This admission policy is for
full-time or part-time studies as defined by Institute. Children, under
15 years of age, may apply for studies in Institute‘s U.S. [Universal
Skills] College-Continuing Education Center.
Assessment
Academic achievement of Uganda ―A‖ and ―O‖ level education are
outlined on pages 5-8 as basic requirements into our full-time time
and part-time courses. Non-routinely, however, KMI offers
Assessment as an evaluation method that may be used to assist a
student who falls slightly short of the entry requirements to gain
admission in a course in which she or he is likely to succeed.
Assessment may be (a) by test, for instance in English writing or
speaking, Mathematics based on basics of addition, subtraction,
decimals, percentages, and/or (b) performance on equipment, for
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instance computer, typewriter, transcription machine, or other
technical-mechanical equipment used in the course desired by
student.
 Persons with work experience—for instance—whether
currently employed or not who did not achieve academic
entry requirements at ―O‖ or ―A‖ level necessary to enroll at
KMI may use Assessment tool to apply for enrolment.

ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE
To start the process of being enrolled at the Institute, the student
applicant is required to do the following:


Fill out an application for admission after paying
application fee. (ii) State Option desired, if course has
several options from which to choose.



Attach photocopies of document(s) to demonstrate meeting
entry requirements. This can be certificate, result slip,
academic transcript, letter [on letterhead]. Originals shall
not be returned.



Attach 2 passport photos [black & white or color] to
application.



Submit application to Enrollment Office.



If present at Enrolment Office, applicant may get decision
in approximately 2 hours; most applications presented in
person are reviewed immediately if proof of entry
requirements is attached. In case of any issues about
admissions requirements, student will be informed about
status of application after verification is done by Institute
and decision shall be communicated to student within 11
work days [Monday-Friday]. (ii) Applicant must show ID.



If off-campus mail your application package to: Student
Development Department, Attn. Enrollment, Kisulo
Mukasa Institute, P.O. Box 951 Entebbe, UGANDA



Answer every request from Institute to call or send more
information or documents before the last date noted on
request.



When offered a vacancy, pay tuition and fees before the
start of quarter and receive receipt(s). Delay to pay tuition
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or fees may result in your vacancy being allocated to
another applicant ~ First-Come-First-Served!


Get printed information about starting date and related
documents applicable to your success.



Ask every question you feel needs to be answered. Don’t be
shy!



Finally: Get ready to learn—to learn more than you possibly
expected.

Foreign Admissions
The Institute may admit foreign students, also referred to as
international students. Applicant must meet the same academic
requirements as Ugandan citizens, and abide by Uganda government
immigration laws. Foreign applicant must also satisfy the following:
(i)

Proof of legal entry into Uganda [or refugee status].

(ii)

Proof of foreign country of citizenship.

(iii)

Proof that academic achievements as noted on foreign
transcript equal or exceed Ugandan syllabus. If
translation is necessary, student shall have the
responsibility to present the data when already
translated into English by professional organization.

(iv)

Proof of how tuition, fees and other expenses shall be
paid.

(v)

Payment of quarterly expenses in full before the 8th
day of school. Monthly payments are not applicable.

(vi)

Fulfillment of requirements, academic and otherwise,
applicable to Uganda citizen and foreign student.

(vii)

―Foreign student‖ also includes neighboring countries,
for instance Kenya, Rwanda, DR of Congo, Sudan.

(viii)

In addition: Every other rule and regulation applicable
to a Ugandan national is applicable to a foreign student.
Foreign student: Request Application package by e-mail: at home
page, click Contact Us, fill in form. When you get package,
complete Application, attach $59.00 money order, return by post
office.[See “Admissions Procedure”, page 10 for address details].
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Holiday Admissions
Holiday classes will be announced 30 days before the end of an
academic quarter. These may also include studies for persons waiting
for ―PLE‖, ―O‖ and ―A‖ level results commonly called HolidayMakers or ―Vac‖ desiring to take skill-filled classes in U.S. College.

WHEN TO APPLY
Student is highly advised to apply in person at Enrolment Office no
later than three months before the month of preferred admission to
enhance chance of getting a vacancy. First-come-first-served. The
sooner the better. Also, although this method is not encouraged
because it is slower, student may write to Institute at address given on
page 10 or call 0772- 414752 to have a package mailed.
Applications are accepted throughout the year. KMI stamps
application with date it is received which creates ―a first-come-first
served‖ process. A student offered vacancy is notified within 11 days.
Courses start twice a year, in March, which is main admission and
June known as mid-year admission to offer more choice about
scheduling studies.
As much as it may be possible, advertisements may also be put in the
media for available vacancies.


High demand may create a student backlog. Waiting lists
could extend as long as two years before an applicant is
offered a vacancy. It is due to that high demand, therefore,
that student is—again— advised to personally come to the
Office of Enrollment three months in advance and start the
process instead of writing or phoning.

Student is encouraged to start process before getting “O” or “A”
level results and submit the results later. This could put her or him
ahead of other applicants.

HOW TO APPLY
The admission process is as follows:


Student is advised to come in person to Institute with copy
of ―O‖ level, ―A‖ level results or proof of prior studies [for
instance letter from school or transcript] and an
identification card OR other verifiable identification
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document because vacancies may fill up very fast. For
details, see ―Admissions Procedure‖ on pages 10-13.


Student has to pay application fee before receiving
application form. This fee is not refundable but may, under
acceptable and limited circumstances, be transferrable.



Student has to show picture identification or similar proof to
finalize application process.



Student shall attach 2 passport pictures [black & white or
color] on application. If not offered vacancy, pictures may
be returned, in person at office, if requested by applicant.

The directions~How to get to Kisulo Mukasa Institute
Our location: “Mile 17” Entebbe Road at Mpala Town.
From Kampala: Pass Broadway Theatre at Kitala. As you
finish corner we are on the left side next to Dr. Ssempala’s
supermarket. If you get to Police Post or LC1 you have passed
Institute. From Entebbe: After Abayita-Ababbiri, just after
going over hill and passing Mpala Police Post and LC1, look on
right hand side next door to Dr. Ssempala’s supermarket.

Re-Admission
Re-Admission may be applicable in the following conditions:
(a) A student who is absent from class for one calendar month
without permission from Institute Office. This student will
be automatically dropped from Institute and considered
having withdrawn even when she or he has not submitted
withdrawal Form 819 ―Withdraw From Institute or Class‖.
To be re-admitted, the student will need to re-apply and go
through the process like a new student. Priority for readmission may be given to the student if she or he was
making satisfactory progress toward graduation before his
or her absence, regardless of ‗routine‘ academic problems.
(b) A student who is administratively dropped from Institute
due to inability to achieve a grade ―C-‖ average [2.0 grade
point average] in two quarters following one another or after
taking subjects totaling 30.00 units, whichever comes first.
This student shall have to wait for 2 academic terms before
being considered for re-admission, and shall follow the
same procedure as described in (a) above.
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STANDARDS OF ACADEMIC PROGRESS
Classification of Students: Full-time, Part-Time
Full-time Student
Student enrolled in a course leading to a diploma or formal certificate
of at least 1 year duration or a course specifically designated as
Fulltime in this brochure or other Institute publication, shall be
classified as Full-time. The student selects what course to take based
on meeting admissions requirements. This student is eligible for
graduation under Policy 1.407.
Part-time Student
Part-time Institute student shall be enrolled under that classification if
taking a structured course leading to earning a certificate or diploma
eventually but unable to attend full-time as defined by Institute.
Length of course of study must be structured for 4 months or longer.
This student may be taking same course as full-time students, or was
enrolled as Full-time student prior to changing to Part-time [with
Institute approval] except that now he or she is attending fewer hours
and will take longer to finish the course. The student, therefore, may
be eligible for same graduation privileges as Full-time student under
graduation under Policy 1.407.
Orientation
All new students must attend orientation. Orientation, offered within
the first 10 days of the start of studies, is where important
clarifications about courses of study, services available, life at MpalaNkumba-Entebbe and advice for student success will be discussed.
Parents-sponsors are invited and encouraged to attend orientation
along with the students to hear first-hand how KMI plans to develop
our students.
Orientation-based discussions will be offered to students, new and
continuing, as studies progress to get updates on graduation and other
useful topics.

PROGRESSING WITH STUDIES
Majors
A major is the area of study that a student has chosen. For instance a
student studying accountancy is ―majoring in accountancy‖ or is
enrolled in ―accountancy major‖.
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Attendance Requirements
Attendance at KMI is taken very seriously. The student is required,
advised and encouraged to come to class every day on time and
prepared for the day‘s lectures or labs. Lessons are intensive and
comprehensive; a step missed may result in student‘s inability to
understand more material. If a student knows in advance that she or
he would be absent, or late she or he must notify the lecturer or main
office. Arrangements could be made to give out-of-class assignments
or schedule for a one-on-one session, on campus, to replace the one
missed. The responsibility is on the student to think ahead. Teacher
shall take a roll call at every class and a student who misses class
more than three times in an academic quarter may be dropped from
class and/or his or her final grade may be negatively affected.
Time Required to Complete Studies
Subjects the student is required to learn to earn her or his degree,
diploma, certificate, are published in course booklet, brochures,
advertisements or pamphlets in the year of enrolment. Alongside the
subjects is also published the length of time it would take for student
to complete the course. While it is in the interest of student to
complete studies in scheduled time, student may—upon request by
student in writing—be granted an extension not to exceed 18 school
months. If student were to take longer than the 18 months extended,
he or she has to re-apply and complete requirements outlined in the
course booklet of the year of re-enrolment. A student re-enrolled
under this condition may be required to complete just the classes not
finished or to complete classes being offered in the year of re-entry or
to start afresh for an entirely new course of study if so many subjects
have changed or modified in the original course. Student, therefore, is
advised to plan time professionally and finish within the specified
time described in the course booklet when student enters Institute.
Student Study Team
The Institute has designed a method that we believe tremendously
helps student gain the most out of the learning experience. ―Student
Study Team‖ is exactly that—student helping student as a team. This
method teams up students in groups of two or more with everyone in
the group helping each other learn better, learn more.
The teacher shall give an opportunity to students to choose whom
they prefer to team with, but teacher has final say in the teaming.
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Changes to any group may be made within the first three weeks of the
start of the class. After three weeks, unless a team member complains
of a condition affecting hers or his learning effort—for instance
sexual harassment, discrimination, not benefitting from group—the
study team becomes final until quarter or class is completed, or until
discontinued by the principal, whichever comes first.
Every effort shall be made to ensure that each team has a student who
appears to grasp the material faster so she or he can help other
member(s) of the Study Team.
Teacher shall take responsibility to: (a) ensure that teams are not
arrangements for intimate relationships and (b) resolve any complaint
from any member promptly and satisfactorily.
Independent Study
Independent study is a class approved for a student who is prepared
to conduct research or additional research, do a special project, or
engage in a learning activity in his or her major or outside of the
major without attending regular class. Independent Study may also be
assigned by Institute as part of a graduation plan. Either case, it is not
intended to replace another subject required in the course of study
unless so specified by Registrar. Unless Independent Study is
outlined as part of a student‘s course under subjects to be taken,
student would be required to obtain permission from class lecturer
and Registrar to do Independent Study. The Registrar shall require a
written academic agreement between student and supervising lecturer
to include, but not limited to, the following areas: What Independent
Study will include [example: problem analysis], What kind of reports
are required, How many times and what dates to meet with lecturer
on campus at specific intervals for review of student‘s progress ~ all
meetings must take place on Institute campus. Independent Study
carries the same grade requirements as other subjects.
Satisfactory Progress
A student is considered to be making ―Satisfactory Progress‖ when
(a) she or he achieves grade of ―C‖ or higher in every core subject
(b) achieves average grade of ―C-‖ or higher in other subjects of the
major. [See page 98 for Table of Grades].
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Academic Probation
(1) Student whose grade point average falls below 2.0 after
completing 30 units, or 12 classes, or after completing two
terms of study will be placed on academic probation and
remain on probation until overall GPA reaches or exceeds
2.0. A notation of probation will be on transcript for that
period. [See more details under ―Administrative Drop‖].
(2) Student who does not improve and get off probation may be
administratively dropped from studies.
Student must get off probation by the completion of the next term to
have the probation notation removed from academic transcript. If
student remains on probation for more than two academic quarters,
the notation indicating probation shall remain on academic transcript
permanently for quarter when student was on probation even after
student gets off probation.
Administrative Drop
Student status may be administratively cancelled [―Administrative
Drop‖] for: (1) Failure to make satisfactory progress at studies
(2) Failure to pay tuition, fees, or any other expenses that student is
aware are his or her obligation and after Institute has requested
payment three times. If student is unable to return within the
academic quarter, the administrative drop shall be a permanent record
on transcript even after student resumes studies. (3) Not attending
classes for two quarters without notifying Institute.

SCHOOL CALENDAR
School year is as follows:
Quarter 1:

March to June, 65 days of study.

Quarter 2:

June to September, 65 days of study.

Quarter 3:

October to December, 65 days of study.

Total: *195 days. *Days may be revised at Institute discretion.
School holidays:

School holidays are about 8-10 days a quarter.

Public holidays:

Are observed and calendar is made accordingly.

Main Admission: Courses begin in March.
2nd Admission: Courses begin in July.
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Classification of Quarters
The following classifications may be commonly used for student at
Institute to quickly know what level of progress he or she is at:
1st Quarter to 2nd Quarter ~ Freshman
3rd Quarter to 4th Quarter ~ Junior
5th Quarter to Finishing of Course ~ Senior
The term Graduating Senior may be typically used to describe a
student in the 4th quarter and beyond who has shown progress toward
receiving his or her credential. [As example: ―Joyce is a graduating
senior‖].

KMI Students Gaining Hands-on Modern Knowledge
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QU ICK VIEW OF COURS ES
Major
DIPLOMA Executive
S e c r e t ar y
Option 1
Option 2
Option 3
Option 4
P r of e s s i o n a l C e r t i f i c a t e
Business Data Processing
Advanced Certificate
S c h o o l Of f i ce A s s i s t a n t
DIPLOMA in Accountancy

H o w L o n g It T ak e s T o
G r a d u a t e o r C o m p l et e

2
2
2
2

y e ar s & 5 m o n t h s
y e ar s
y e ar s
y e ar s

1 y e ar a n d 5 mo n t h s
4 mo n t h s
2 y e ar s t o 2 y e ar s & 5
months
4 mo n t h s

C e r t i f i c at e C e r t i f i e d
C o mp u t e r T ec h n i c i a n
(CCT)
C e r t i f i c at e C o mp u t e r
2 mo n t h s
Help-Desk Tech Assistant
P u b l i c S af e t y C e r t i f i c a t e
2 mo n t h s
S c h o o l S e cur i t y
Details on following pages

What the Student Will Learn
Welcome to KMI studies. You are destined to learn material that will
bring improvement not only to you but to your community. Day in
and day out we work extra hard to ensure that the time and trust you
have put in us is well worth your time at our Institute.
Our courses are all job-focused. Theory material is taught with focus
to the job knowledge, because we know that your main goal here at
our campus is to get educated for successful work. The courses are
outlined starting on page 28 after we answer some relevant questions.
What does KMI teach? You will be glad to know that we teach
courses including secretarial and office administration, accountancy,
school office and legal office administration, professional business
data processing, campus security, computer office education and
technical studies related to industrial productivity— matched with
computer skills.
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How do we do teach?
One on One
As our student, you are destined for a one-on-one educational
experience with your teacher. This is not by coincidence. We enroll
approximately 20 students in a class. When you say ―Please‖, before
your hand is up the teacher is right at your shoulder.
Internship | Industrial Training
Studies at KMI require participation in an internship also known as
―industrial training‖ which gives student opportunity to work under
real life conditions for off-campus ―employer‖ before finishing
school. Internships are approved and managed by the Office of
Student Development. Internship may be paid or non-paid.
To get a passing grade student has to work at least 10 hours per week,
and these can be in a single day or hours can be spread over the week.
Student may find internship at own initiative or work hand-in-hand
with Institute Office of Student Development to seek an internship.
The internship is scheduled to be:
1.

In final year of course of study.

2.

With knowledge of parent-sponsor.

3.

Pre-approved by Institute.

4.

Supervised by Office of Student Development.

5.

Graded ~ passing is a CR for student who completed all
requirements as agreed upon in Institute contract before
internship. NC = No Credit if student did not complete
internship or did not participate.

Study Schedule
Student Timetable and hours of study are based on hours published
[See pages 67 and 86 of this booklet]. Other necessary hours are
announced as appropriate.
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ADVANTAGE OF KMI EDUCATION
Some employers prefer certificate or diploma issued by the Uganda
National Examinations Board (UNEB). The perception is that it puts
every applicant for a job at the same level of qualifications standard.
KMI education exceeds the curriculum of UNEB—our students learn
more than what the UNEB syllabus requires because we recognize
through experience that not all employers require the same
performance standards. KMI diploma or certificate, therefore, is a
guarantee that the qualification was earned through comprehensive
and competitive acquisition of modern knowledge and skills.
To satisfy employers and parents-sponsors who need student to have
a UNEB credential, KMI has a focus on, and encourages the student
to sit and succeed at, UNEB examinations.
In addition, all graduates have to sit for KEE [Kisulo Mukasa
Efficiency Exam] that demonstrates job-performance knowledge and
skills at international standards. KEE examinations are reviewed,
approved and governed by an independent team that is not influenced
by teachers of subjects being examined.
A person who achieves both UNEB and KMI diploma or certificate
[as potential employer is to find out sooner than later] demonstrates
that he or she is qualified to perform the job very satisfactorily.

ACADEMIC TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
Majors
A major is the area of study that a student has chosen. For instance a
student studying accountancy is ―majoring in accountancy‖ or is
enrolled in ―accountancy major‖.
Core Subjects
Core subjects are the major classes in which student must achieve a
Grade of ―C‖ or higher in each subject to graduate. Letter ―M‖
designating ―Core‖ is listed to the right hand side of the core subject
under ―Subjects Required for the Major‖. Student must, in addition,
pass with a ―C-― or higher other subjects listed for major.
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Unit
Each class at KMI is measured in quarter units. Numbers of hours of
class time and numbers of hours of lab time are added jointly or
separately to equal a unit. Each student has a minimum number of
units to complete to earn the degree, diploma or certificate. Contact
Enrolment Office for further explanation if you would like technical
details.
Credits
A subject [class] that student passes changes from being a unit and
becomes a credit in file and on transcript. This is similar to saying
―You have passed, for instance, 4.0 units of Economics and are
credited with this grade.‖ In the same grading method, a class not
passed becomes a zero, that is to say ―O.0 credit‖ on transcript.
Exemption from Class
There are 3 ways which a student transferring from another postsecondary school, career institute or has work-related experience may
use to apply to be exempted from taking a class and still get credit
toward fulfillment of an academic graduation requirement: (a) Credit
by Evaluation. (b) Transfer Credit (c) Subject Challenge. None of
these exemptions shall be accepted as a means to replace a grade
already obtained at KMI. If the exemption received under this section
is a result of an examination, the passing mark shall be 60 or above.
While Exemption from Class may be used, student is reminded to
think about UNEB examinations. Ask the question: By not taking the
class will I still be able to succeed at UNEB?


Under all three exemptions, if any exempted subjects result
in student taking fewer subjects in the term, student shall
still be required to pay the same amount of tuition and fees
as if she or he were taking a full load.



If all subjects ―exempted‖ were the only subjects offered in
the term, student may request not to attend school that term,
and may not be required to pay any tuition. If student is
utilizing campus facilities—for instance dormitory,
Wellness Center or related—fees due will still be charged.



Exemption applies to all levels of a course. For instance, a
student may challenge Economics– Introduction, take the
next level of Economics and challenge Economics –
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Advanced if she believes classes taken at a prior school or
other personal knowledge give her sufficient expertise to
pass Economics – Advanced.


Student who needs exemption shall apply for it at Registrar
within 15 school days of beginning an academic quarter or
10 days of attending the class, whichever is applicable.



Grade obtained under ―Challenge‖ is kept on transcript.

Credit by Evaluation
Student enrolling at KMI after working as paid employee or nonpaid
volunteer may apply for exemption from taking up to 3 subjects using
―Credit by Evaluation‖. Proof of practical knowledge of the subject
must be provided to Registrar. Such proof must be verifiable, for
instance letter from former employer or other proof acceptable by
Institute.


Institute will contact employer or organization to verify
proof of previous employment or volunteer status.

Credit by Evaluation is different from Subject Challenge in that
unlike subject challenge, under ―Credit by Evaluation‖ student may
not be required to take an examination to prove the skill. If student
takes an examination, it becomes a Subject Challenge.
The transcript will have a CE symbol signifying that the subject was
exempted under Credit by Evaluation.


Credit by Evaluation may be obtained 90 days before
graduation.

Where a student wants to combine Credit by Evaluation, Transfer
Credit, and Subject Challenge, a total of 5 subjects may be
exempted. Therefore, student who has more than five subjects of
“wish list” will have to decide which five to apply for exemption.
Transfer Credit
Student may be exempted from taking 3 subjects of first year level
and 2 subjects of second year level of a course of study or a total of 5
subjects of a course of study upon presenting proof that she or he has
already passed the class from another school with a grade equivalent
to a KMI ―Pass‖ or ―C‖. Student wishing to use Transfer Credit will
note subject(s) on the Application for Enrolment when applying for
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admission to Institute, and specifically check off the box about
Transfer Credit or notify in writing Office of Enrolment within 15
days of starting school as new student or new academic quarter as
returning student to be eligible for such credit.
To grant credit, KMI must determine that subject content at prior
school matches KMI content and student got no lower than a ―Pass‖
or ―C‖ as the applicable case may be.
Class that is exempted under Transfer Credit may show on the
transcript the name of school where it was passed and the grade that
was obtained but shall not be used in calculating KMI GPA.


Transfer Credit is not automatic. Institute may call school
and do other research. This may take up to an academic
term. Therefore, student is advised to apply for transfer
credit when filling in KMI Application for Enrolment or
immediately the passing grade for the subject to be
transferred is obtained. If student applying for transfer credit
has already taken a similar class at KMI and obtained a
grade, KMI grade applies and transfer credit will not be
allowed.



Transfer Credit could be granted near graduation, at
Registrar‘s discretion. This would require application in
minimum 45 school days before graduation to ensure proper
evaluation.

Symbol ―TC‖ shall be used on student transcript to note transfer
credit.
Subject Challenge
Student may apply for ―Subject Challenge‖ exemption. Under this
exemption, a student may be allowed to sit for a test without taking
the class upon presenting proof that he or she already knows the
subject material and filling out relevant form. Knowledge, for
instance, may be from another school. Only two subjects can be
challenged in the first and second year of the course respectively for a
total of four. The grade is either a Pass or ―P‖ [60 points or above] or
Fail or ―F‖ and is not used in GPA but is considered for graduation
purposes, will appear on transcript and shall, therefore, become a
permanent academic record of student. If student does not pass, she
or he has to take the subject, but the failing grade shall also remain on
the transcript. Only one ―challenge‖ is allowed for any subject.
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―P‖ or ―F‖ shall be used for pass or fail of ―challenged‖ subject.


Subject Challenge may be done any academic quarter
before graduation. Grades obtained remain on transcript.

Subject Numbering
Each subject has a number to assist student quickly identify what she
or he needs to learn to graduate on time:



07s-59s are for courses or subjects offered through US
[Universal Skills] College where students not classified as
fulltime or part-time have opportunity to take studies.
70s-99 are subjects taken to help full-time or part-time student
review or re-learn concepts so can be able to succeed in subjects
essential to graduate.



100s are 1st year or introductory subjects evaluated toward
graduation.



200 number subjects are for intermediate level classes for
graduation.



300s -400s are subjects for advanced studies for graduation and
other studies.



500s are used for post-graduate classes, Special Topics within or
outside of diploma studies and other courses as approved
appropriately by Institute. They include Internship [―Industrial
Training‖] and studies on specific assignments.

Prerequisites and Core Requisites
Prerequisite: This is a required class or demonstrated skill before a
student is allowed to take a higher class. For instance, there could be
a condition for every new student enrolling in Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet class to show that he or she has basic skills of using a
computer. This could be shown by passing a hands-on quiz or
successfully answering questions on document processing or taking
first an introduction to computer class at the Institute before being
allowed into Microsoft Excel.
Core-Requisite: This is a requirement that student take two subjects
in the same quarter because each subject helps the other with mastery
of a topic. An example could be taking typing, computer keyboarding
together with shorthand speed because transcription must be typed.
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Each subject must be passed with the required grade, usually C- or
better [See Policy 4.603 Grading & Grade Point Average (GPA)].
Substitute Subject
A student may use a substitute subject to fulfill graduation
requirements. A substitute subject may be from Elective list or not,
from the student‘s major or another category. Student who wishes to
use a substitute subject to fulfill a graduation requirement has to get
approval from Registrar before taking the class.
Elective
An elective is a subject which a student will choose or be required to
take from a group of subjects to fulfill graduation requirements if an
elective is part of the course. The difference between elective and
other subjects is that this is the only area where student has a choice.
Just as an example, a student taking diploma executive secretary may
have a choice among electives of history, general budgeting,
management and other such subjects if they are electives in her
course requirements. This means student may choose either history or
general budgeting or management or choose to take all three to fulfill
the elective requirement. Electives are intended to also broaden
student knowledge and, where required, are in addition to the course
subjects. Student may take, with approval from Registrar, an elective
from a major other than the one he or she is enrolled in.
An elective is graded the same way as other subjects and counts
toward GPA.
Remedial Studies
This is tutorial assistance by Institute to a student who is struggling
with studies. Remedial Studies may be initiated by Institute office or
requested by student. Either case, extra time may be offered for oneon-one coaching. This assistance may be in the evening after fulltime studies, during school hours, shortly before school begins in the
morning or on the weekend and always on campus in Institute study
rooms, not housing facilities. The preferred method of conducting
remedial studies is in a group of more than one student. No extra
tuition or fees shall be charged.
Holiday School
Classes may be held during school holidays, as resources may permit.
This will be announced 30 calendar days before the start of holiday
school. Subjects or material taught in holiday school may be identical
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to those in regular school days. A student, therefore, who succeeds at
a holiday class with the required grade of C for core subject or at
least C- or higher for appropriate subjects may use grade to fulfill
graduation requirements. Student may take Holiday School to
graduate sooner than the time noted for the major or to get a passing
grade in a class that was failed. Tuition and related expenses apply.
Kisulo Mukasa Expert Exam-KEE | Demonstrating Success
Every student at KMI is educated to get employed or start a business
upon graduation. To ensure that crucial skills are learnt, all
graduating students sit for the Kisulo Mukasa Expert Exam
[KEE]. KEE endorsement on transcript or letter of recommendation
demonstrates that the graduate has crucial employer-demanded skills
in the respective subject(s). KEE is set and graded by the Institute
Examinations Board following international standards. Board is
independent from the respective teachers of the subjects tested.
Graduation: Students are advised to read Graduation Policy 1.407
on page 110 for further information about graduation requirements.
Start Date and Business Hours
After the student is offered a vacancy and has paid tuition and fees
due, the start date is the most important date. Missing the first day is
missing orientation [see page 14] which is very important information
for your success.
Student is advised to read all policies including campus safety, study
timetable, examinations schedule, quizzes and tests, grades, progress
reports distribution, holidays, and related information.

―Performance in business and technical, vocational and
community polytechnics is still below average.
Results released by the National Examinations Board
(UNEB) show candidates (in the examinations) lack
proper language of expression and this could (be) a
major fact contributing to the poor performance.‖
—UNEB Executive Secretary M. Bukenya
The Daily Monitor, February 2012
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DEPARTMENTS OF STUDY

SN
Sanyu Namazzi Department of Business Excellence

Sanyu Namazzi is the department that carries the banner for the
Institute, the flagship sailing the Institute to success.
The department awards a diploma for two-year courses and certificate
for less than two years of study.
The studies in Sanyu Namazzi Department of Business Excellence
are comprehensive and demand a lot of hours, inside class and after
class. A lot has to be learnt within 1 to 2 years estimated time, and
students succeed because they come determined to become
successful.
Students come here to gain education for efficient work in a today‘s
modern business office, school office, government office and nonprofit organization. The knowledge can also help in starting a
business.
In a country that is developing by the day, it would be unrealistic to
ignore the fact that a large population lives in rural areas.
At KMI we are aware of that fact.
In our subject, “Administrative Office Duties”, the student learns not
only computer knowledge but also relevant technology of creatively
using a stencil duplicating machine and mimeograph, and producing
documents with a photocopier and manual typewriter. These skills, of
course, come in handy in a metropolitan area as well during
―unexpected‖ power outage.
We teach Gregg Shorthand which research has shown to be the most
widely used system of shorthand writing worldwide. Users of Gregg
Shorthand are numbered in the millions, all professionals in every
country, from various walks of life. Why Gregg? Research repeatedly
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has shown Gregg to be more efficient than any other shorthand
because it takes less time to learn, it is straightforward and simple to
understand.

Diploma Executive Secretary: This course teaches a
comprehensive curriculum of secretarial education focused on core
topics that enable the student to perform duties at the executive level
upon successful graduation. After 2 years to 2-and-½ years of
successful study, the student with the Diploma Executive Secretary is
equipped with opportunity for:


Employment in private business, government, nongovernment organizations.  Starting a personal business.

UNEB OR KMI DIPLOMA: Some employers are satisfied with a
qualification from an institution. They trust schools to do the job
well. Some employers ask for both Uganda National Examinations
Board (UNEB) qualification and diploma from an institution. Some
employers simply want a qualification from UNEB.
KMI student in Diploma Executive Secretary course is able to choose
and satisfy all the above conditions.
Within the 2 to 2½ years of study, student has an opportunity to sit
for external examinations set by UNEB after paying a separate fee to
UNEB. A student who chooses to sit for UNEB would get both the
Institute diploma – with conditions specified under the Option of
study – upon successful graduation, and also get UNEB National
Ordinary Diploma or National Certificate in Secretarial Studies or
single certificate(s) upon passing the respective external exams.
Currently the Institute does not have a UNEB center. Therefore,
student would have to travel to a different location to sit for the
exam(s). Examination fees will be collected by the office and paid to
UNEB on behalf of the student to manage the graduation process.
Institute has list of UNEB centers and contacts for student benefit.
The timetable to release UNEB results is controlled by UNEB, but
Institute shall work diligently to help student in that process.
CHOICE IS GOOD. The following are options in the Executive
Secretary course from which the student may choose to study. Please
note that under any option, student is required to study for the full 2
years, unless specifically stated otherwise. See next page for the
choices.
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KMI Diploma only ~ student who chooses this option
is required to fulfill only Institute graduation
requirements to earn the diploma executive secretary.
Student may also choose, without Institute obligation,
to sit for UNEB or other external examination.
Duration: 2 years to graduate

Option 2:

UNEB National Diploma in Secretarial Studies ~ This
diploma is issued directly by UNEB, therefore student
who chooses this option must fulfill UNEB academic
entry requirements, if any, at the time of registering for
the exams. A full description of how to earn UNEB
diploma is available at the National Curriculum
Development Center, Kampala, and at Institute office.
Student who chooses Option 2 is automatically
awarded KMI Diploma Executive Secretary during the
same time upon fulfilling the following: (i) Passing
UNEB subjects and qualifying for UNEB diploma
(ii) Applying for KMI diploma.
Duration: 2 years & 5 months to graduate.

Option 3:

UNEB [either] Advanced or Intermediate Certificate in
Business Studies [Secretarial Specialization], or UNEB
National Certificate in Secretarial Studies ~ either
certificate is issued directly by UNEB. Therefore,
student who chooses this option must fulfill UNEB
entry requirements at the time of registering for the
exams: A full description of how to earn any of the
UNEB certificates is available at the Uganda National
Curriculum Development Center, Kampala, and at
Institute office.
Student may earn also earn the KMI Diploma
Executive Secretary during the same time upon
fulfilling the following: (i) Passing UNEB [Advanced
or Intermediate] subjects Shorthand, Typewriting,
Business English, Office Practice [or Secretarial
Duties]. (ii) Fulfilling KMI graduation requirements.
Duration: 2 years to graduate.
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UNEB single [either] Advanced or Intermediate level
subject in secretarial studies ~ Under this option,
student may expect a result slip from UNEB for every
subject passed. Candidate may be awarded Advanced
or Intermediate Certificate or Diploma as described in
UNEB‘s literature upon passing all required subjects.
As in other UNEB examinations, student who chooses
this option must have minimum academic requirements
at the time of registering for the exams. A full
description of these requirements including for single
subjects is available at the Uganda National Curriculum
Development Center, Kampala, and at Institute office.
Student may earn also the KMI Diploma Executive
Secretary during the same time upon fulfilling the
following :(i) Passing UNEB [Advanced or
Intermediate] subjects Shorthand, Typewriting,
Business English, Office Practice [or Secretarial
Duties] (ii) Fulfilling KMI graduation requirements.
Duration: 2 years to graduate.


Student who passes UNEB examinations under
Options 2, 3 or 4 before expected date of
graduation as described by Institute under “Time
Required To Complete Studies” and under “Quick
View of Courses” on page 19 may apply to
graduate immediately without waiting. The student
may also apply for KMI diploma under those
circumstances, or choose to graduate with UNEB
qualifications only. Student who chooses Option 1
shall be required to complete all years of study,
for instance 2 years, described in courses booklet
[catalog] unless other applicable circumstances
apply.

||Diploma Executive Secretary requires foreign students to take a
Uganda native language class as an elective. The language will
depend on what class is offered in the quarter.||
See page 33 for subjects required to earn Diploma Executive
Secretary.
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WOULD YOU LIKE A CERTIFICATE?
To prove to employer that you already have speed
or proficiency in, among other subjects:
Typewriting Shorthand Word-processing
Computer Software | Computer subjects
Data Processing
Contact us. We test under international
regulations and you get the certificate same day.




Note to Employer: Please verify authenticity of
KMI certificate. Call our 24-hour Message
Center at 078-984834
or communicate with us online:
WWW.kmieducation.org click Contact Us

Student Receiving One-on-One Tutoring for Success
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Subjects Required for the Diploma Executive Secretary Major
OPTION 1 and OPTION 2 E
REF NO.
SUBJECT TITLE
UNITS
10101 KMI 101 Prep
5.00 M
98102 SNC 102 Comptrs & Keyboarding – Intro
3.00 M
10103 SNB 103 Economics – Micro & Macro Intro
2.00 M
98105 SNB 105 Typewriting – Mastering Homekeys
4.00 M
98107 SNB 107 Shorthand – Beginning Skills
4.00 M
98115 SNB 115 Accounting for Business Office
3.00 M
10119 LBB 119 General Principles of Law
3.00 M
09125 SNG 125 English Grammr Writing & Speech Rev 2.00 M
05128 SNG 128 French – Intro
3.00 M
98129 SNB 129 Business Comms – Letter, Report, Rsrch 3.00 M
98130 SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00
98151 SNB 151 Typewriting – Speed & Production Dev 4.00
98155 SNC 155 MS Word – Business Documents Intro
2.00
98201 SNB 201Typewriting – Speed & Accuracy Projects 4.00 M
09208 SNB 208 Typewriting – Produc & Speed Devmt
4.00
09209 SNB 209 Typewriting & MS Word – Projects
4.00
98210 SNC 210 The Internet & e-Mail in Education
1.00
98211 SNB 211 Administrative Office Duties
4.00 M
05222 SNG 222 French – For Office Communication
3.00
98243 SNB 243 Records Management
4.00 M
09245 SNB 245 Exec Office Duties
4.00 M
UNEB 5.4.12 Office Management
UNEB M
98255 SNC 255 MS Word – Special Office Projects
2.00 M
98270 SNB 270 Shorthand – Speed & Accuracy Devpmnt 4.00 M
98304 SNB 304 Shorthand – Office Simulation Modules 4.00
09311 SNB 311 Shorthand - Speed Transcrpn Machines
3.00
09501 SNC 501S Graduation Portfolio ( MSWord & Excel) 2.00 M
98502 KMI 502B Buganda History – Founding Parents
1.00
98510 KMI 510 Internship [―Industrial Training‖]
4.00 M
Total Units: 90
OPTION 3 and OPTION 4
10101
98102
98105
98107
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09125
05128
98129
98130
98151
98155
98201
09208
09209
98210
98211
05222
09243
98255
98270
98304
09311
09501
98502
98510

SNG 125 English Grammr Writing & Speech Rev 2.00 M
SNG 128 French – Intro
3.00 M
SNB 129 Business Comms – Letter, Report, Rsrch 3.00 M
SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00
SNB 151 Typewriting – Speed & Production Dev 4.00
SNC 155 MS Word – Business Documents Intro
2.00
SNB 201Typewriting – Speed & Accuracy Projects 4.00 M
SNB 208 Typewriting – Produc & Speed Devmt
4.00
SNB 209 Typewriting & MS Word – Projects
4.00
SNC 210 The Internet & e-Mail in Education
1.00
SNB 211 Administrative Office Duties
4.00
SNG 222 French – For Office Communication
3.00
SNB 243 Exec Office Duties
4.00 M
SNC 255 MS Word – Special Office Projects
2.00 M
SNB 270 Shorthand – Speed & Accuracy Devpmnt 4.00 M
SNB 304 Shorthand – Office Simulation Modules 4.00
SNB 311 Shorthand - Speed Transcrpn Machines
4.00
SNC 501S Graduation Portfolio (MSWord & Excel) 2.00 M
KMI 502B Buganda History – Founding Parents
1.00
KMI 510 Internship [―Industrial Training‖]
4.00 M
Total Units: 77
Electives: None required for any of the Options.
SUBJECT DESCRIPTION
KMI 101 Prep
5.00 Units, 3 to 5 hours of exam review a week
Student is introduced to past papers through review, familiarization
with, and practice on past papers, both domestic and international, in
preparation for UNEB, KEE and other relevant examinations.
SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding
3.00 Units, 1 hour lecture a week | 2 hours lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.6 Computer
Fundamentals and Data Processing.
Lab introduces student to proper keyboarding techniques within
Microsoft Windows operating system. MSWord is the primary
software used to introduce office documents. Spreadsheets, database
and other software may be sampled. Student is introduced to
computer programming through BASIC, FORTRAN and COBOL
language. Data processing and equipment are covered. Lecture covers
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components of the computer, environment, types of computers.
Student learns material on topics that include hardware, software,
output and input media. Based on UNEB examination possibility for
year, legacy equipment may be included, for instance, punched cards,
magnetic tapes. Exemption: Exemption may be granted as explained
under section titled “Exemption from Class”.

SNB 103 Economics – Macro & Micro
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.2 Economics.
In SNB 103, student learns economic conditions that could be
controllable by Uganda [Macro] and conditions governed by
international monetary agencies. Topics include basic concepts to
intermediate: What causes prices to drop or rise? Can government
decision influence economic development in a ―free-enterprise‖
economy? Money and banking, capital markets, balance of payments,
advantages and disadvantages of regional economic integration. At
the micro economic level, issues that affect Uganda‘s competitive
advantage in agriculture are studied. These topics include
competition, bureaucratic policies, market structures and international
trade.
SNB 105 Typewriting - Mastering Homekeys
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.4 Typewriting I
Student is introduced to ―touch typing‖ which is the skill of
memorizing the typewriter letters and typing without looking at the
keyboard. Proper seating posture, proper finger placement on
keyboard are emphasized. Time to be spent on theory as outlined in
UNEB syllabus to include: Typewriter types and parts, care, different
types of letters. Student is gradually introduced to speed and accuracy
skills aiming at a corrected speed of 35 words per minute, planning
and typing business correspondence and manuscripts, as well as
producing well-designed tables through excellent mastery of
tabulation. Numeric keys included. Practices to include answering
questions by handwriting. Exemption: Exemption may be granted as
explained under section titled “Exemption from Class”.

SNB 107 Shorthand – Beginning Skills [System: Gregg]
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
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Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.3.5 Shorthand I
SNB 107 Shorthand is a foundation class that introduces student to
proper techniques of writing accurate shorthand characters leading to
accurately transcribing into ―longhand‖. Material includes mastery of
spelling through grammar and quick use of the dictionary, as well as
punctuation and editing techniques. Local names and titles are mostly
used during dictation practice. Student is gradually introduced to
speed and accuracy skills aiming at a transcribed corrected speed of
70 words per minute. Dictation drills are of 2 to 3 minutes each or
longer, dictated in groups of 3 passages or letters transcribed in
maximum 40 minutes. Transcription is timed as follows: Handwritten
50% of class hours, Typewriter 25%, Computer 25%. Gregg is the
system taught. Exemption: Exemption may be granted as explained under
section titled “Exemption from Class”.

SNB 115 Accounting Essentials for Business Office
3.00 Units, 3 hours combined lecture and lab a week
SNB 115 exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabi 5.3.1,
5.4.3.Fundamentals of Accounting and 5.4.1. Financial Accounting I.
Student is introduced to accounting as a financial management tool.
Differences and similarities between accounting and bookkeeping
outlined. Importance of accounting in business and non-profit
organizations is learnt through practices in major books and related
entries of accounting for instance cashbooks, the ledger, imprest, cash
vouchers, double-entry, trial balance. Student is introduced to various
ways to use accounting for business advantage: for banking,
partnerships, recording and writing off bad debts, working capital and
capital expenditures.
LBB 119 General Principles of Law
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class exceeds, and combines, UNEB syllabi 5.4.3 Business Law and
5.4.8 General Principles of Law.
Student learns the legal system and laws that govern business in
Uganda and overseas: nature and sources of law, administration of
law in Uganda, legal personality and legal relationships. Aspects of
law to include: The law of contract, The law of property, The law of
torts, the Law of trust, Law of succession, security and stock
exchange regulations, insurance. Discussions include judicial and
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administrative systems, hierarchy of courts, tribunal and arbitration as
well as ethics in law.
SNG 125 English Grammar Writing & Speech Review
2.00 Units, 1 hour lecture | 1 hour lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.1.Business
Communications.
SNG 125 begins with reviewing grammar, vocabulary, spelling,
editing and dictionary-use skills. Lecturer structures next topics after
assessing competency levels of students so that everyone would be
ready to proceed into the higher level SNB 129 Business
Communications class. Student masters comprehension through
practices at reading, writing and re-writing various materials on
passages, reports and material from publications. Types of
communication include non-verbal, oral, press, telephone, mass
media, digital media [internet, e-mail, cell phones] and analog media
[telex, fax, land line]. Business letter writing on a variety of topics
including memoranda, sales letters, letters of application for
employment, Curriculum Vitae. Structure of meetings, agenda and
taking notes covered. Student practices ―attentive listening‖ to
speakers, note taking while others speak, asking inquisitive questions
after speech, making prepared speech and ―unexpected‖ speech
known as impromptu.
SNG 128 French – Introduction
3.00 Units, 2 hours lecture | 1 hour lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.13.Business
French.
This class introduces student to spoken and written French with
emphasis on business communications. Student learns by listening,
speaking, reading, writing, and performing basic editing and proof
reading everyday conversation and basic business material to include
letters, memos, reports. Audio-visual material may include practices
on analog [tape recordings] and digital [computer based, for instance
CDs and DVDs]. Student practices may include scenario of assisting
a guest in a business environment.
SNB 129 Business Communications – Letter, Report, Research
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
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SNB 129 Business Communications builds on writing skills learnt in
SNG 125 English Grammar. Emphasis is on business vocabulary,
sentence structure, comprehensive principles and techniques of
business writing. Various documents practiced, for instance, letters
and memoranda, resumes and Curriculum Vitae. Student to learn
principles and practice of research and producing business reports, as
well as delivering business speech.
SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
Pre-requisite SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding with grade of “C”
or higher
Class introduces student to fundamentals of Microsoft Excel as a
financial management tool. Student to learn basics of creating,
formatting and managing workbooks, using toolbars, charts and
graphics for financial planning.
SNB 151 Typewriting – Speed & Production Development
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
In SNB 151, student builds on skills learnt in SNB 105 Typewriting Mastering Home keys. Speed and accuracy skills are emphasized
through typing manuscripts and varieties of business correspondence.
Production typewriting techniques are practiced with numbers row,
tabulation and tables and end-of-line division of words as well as
documents with editing symbols. Student to aim for speed and
accuracy at 40 words per minute when typing medium size
documents within 4 to 9 minutes or less. If student has not passed
UNEB 5.4.4. Typewriting I, time to be spent on theory as outlined in
the syllabus to include: Typewriter types and parts, care, different
types of letters, and practice answering questions by handwriting.
SNC 155 MS Word – Business Documents Introduction
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
Pre-requisite SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding with grade “C” or
higher
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.11.
Wordprocessing.
This is an introductory class to Microsoft Word. Topics to include
starting a program, opening and closing a document, setting up a
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page, selecting paper size, inserting and deleting text and parts of
document, moving and copying, saving. Student to learn various
basic formatting features to include letter production, printing,
inserting tables, spell checking and simplifying the processing of
mass documents through basic mail merge techniques.
SNB 201 Typewriting – Speed & Accuracy Projects
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.9.Typewriting II.
Speed development techniques are used in typing drills. Student
builds on skills acquired in SNB 151 Typewriting – Speed &
Production Development to produce more complex tabulation and
tables as well as a variety of business documents in specified time
limit. Manuscripts, letters and memoranda, editing symbols are part
of this class. Speed target: 45 words per minute and above.
SNB 208 Typewriting – Production & Speed Development
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
SNB 208 is for advanced level skills. Student to produce specialized
documents for business, government, not-for-profit and nongovernmental organizations. Assignments to include, as appropriate,
―cutting‖ stencils and typing carbons. Complex letters, manuscripts
and tabulation projects are to be produced within a time limit. Student
to aim for net corrected speed of 60 words per minute.
SNB 209 Typewriting & MS Word – Projects
4.00 Units, 2 hour s Word lab | 2 hours Typewriting lab a week
The typewriting part of this class to be spent on preparation for
UNEB through practice on examination past papers, answering
student questions and anticipating potential examination questions.
Practice to include production, speed and accuracy, correspondence,
manuscripts. The Word part introduces advanced skills: Pagination,
Sorting using lists and tables, creating long documents and formatting
different sections, inserting table of contents, using table of figures,
using table of authorities, creating cross-references.
SNC 210 The Internet & e-Mail in Education
1.00 Unit 1 hour lab a week
SNC 210 takes student into practical use of the Internet, the
worldwide computer network. How to get valuable education
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information through E-mail, understanding File Transfer Protocol and
other Internet services, Web browsing to find good sites, how to filter
out ―spam‖ which is trash mail are some of the topics discussed.
Student without email address is assisted to acquire one if desired.
SNB 211 Administrative Office Duties
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.7 Secretarial
Duties.
Student to learn about structure of the office including functions,
departments and flow of communication. Discussions to include how
communication should occur in the office, secretarial and office
assistant role regarding meetings and social activities, handling mail,
answering telephone, performing front desk or reception duties,
human relations skills, how to manage digital and paper-based
information.
SNG 222 French – For Office Communication
3.00 Units, 2 hours lecture | 1 hour lab a week
Pre-requisite SNG 128 French – Introduction.
This is a second level class teaching interactive skills of listening,
reading, speaking, writing and editing more complex business and
everyday communication. Student practices handling projects similar
to office situations. Audio and visual aids used to enhance learning.
SNB 243 Records Management
4.00 Units, 4 hours combined lecture and lab a week
This class prepares student to manage records and information in a
business office. Covered are fundamentals of records management to
include principles of indexing and filing, different major filing
systems, for instance alphabetical, numerical, subject and geographic.
Topics include a preview of duties of records manager in the
information industry which is covered in more detail in SNB 245
Executive Office Duties.
SNB 245 Executive Office Duties – Entry Level
4.00 Units, 3 hours lecture | 1 hour lab a week
Pre-requisite SNB 243 Records Management.
In SNB 245 Executive Office Duties student to learn practical
application of current office administration duties, procedures, and
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ways to manage above routine document flow and human relations.
Topics to include how an executive assistant handles paper,
electronic and verbal communication at the highest level of the
organization. Office behavior, dressing, time management for self
and boss included. Student to learn how to manage office, answer the
phone in an executive way, perform reception duties, process
executive mail and ensure that the boss is not interrupted for routine
matters. Discussion includes, managing a records and filing center,
selecting and recommending essential equipment, set up equipment,
identify and fix non-technical equipment problems. [Skills of using a
scanner and how to ―burn‖ a CD and DVD for educational purposes
may be included in this class].
UNEB 5.4.12 Office Management
2.00 Units KMI conversion, 2 hours lecture
Class content is from UNEB syllabus.
In Office Management, student is to learn about the office as a
physical unit, and office procedures. Topics include typical services
of staff supervision, cash management principles, office equipment,
public agencies, for instance the National Social Security Fund
[NSSF] and the National Health Insurance Fund [NHIF].
SNC 255 MS Word – Special Office Projects
2.00 Units, 2 hours lab
Class teaches expert skills and includes KEE graduation syllabus.
Student is to learn how to add and revise endnotes and footnotes,
create and manage master documents and subdocuments. Topics
include migrating data from MS Excel in tables, performing
calculations in Word tables, creating and positioning graphics.
Macros, creating and editing Web pages in Word, creating document
versions, protecting documents and attaching digital signatures
practiced. Student introduced to converting a document to PDF.
SNB 270 Shorthand – Speed & Accuracy Development
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
SNB 270 Shorthand Speed & Accuracy class concentrates on
building speed and accuracy through learning shortcuts to common
words and phrases. Short and medium-size material is used in
repeated practices of writings. Timed dictation is by lecturer in
person as well as a variety of dictation media. Speeds progress to
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90 words per minute. Transcription is timed as follows: Typewriter or
Computer 70%, Handwritten 30% of class hours. The lab includes
proofreading and editing exercises. Gregg is the system taught.
SNB 304 Shorthand – Office Simulation Modules
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
This class is a simulated office setting. While busy executive dictates
letters, memos and other information to staff, he or she is inevitably
interrupted by phone, visitors and similar office routine. Staff [in this
case student] can ask executive [lecturer in this case] to clarify any
part of the dictation. Dictation may be postponed for minutes while
other office business is attended to by staff or executive. Speeds can
reach as high as 200 words per minute to as low as 50 WPM to
imitate office conditions. Transcription options: Computer,
typewriter, handwriting.
SNB 311 Shorthand – Speed Transcription Machines
3.00 Units, 3 hours lab a week
SNB 311 Shorthand is an advanced level class in which dictationtaking is the focus primarily using a variety of transcription machines
and media to include tape and cassette recorders, digital recorders,
taking dictation from public address systems [loud speakers],
transcribing dictation from a computer file. Advanced shortcuts to be
used with aim of 120 words per minute transcribed accurately, in
given time, on computer or typewriter.
SNC 501S Graduation Portfolio MSWord & MS Excel
2.00 Units Independent Study, 1 hour on campus a week
This class is taken during the final quarter of study. Student required
to produce a professional manuscript or document in Word, and a
professional personal or business budget with Excel. Layout and
design elements as well as attendance requirements of these two
skills are explained during first day of class. A passing grade is
recorded toward fulfilling requirements for KEE [see page 27].
KMI 502B Buganda History – Founding Parents
1.00 Unit, 1 hour lecture a week
In KMI 502B Buganda History student to learn through lecture and
informal discussions about the territory called Buganda. Topics to
include origin of Buganda, the Constitution of Buganda, the 1962
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Uganda Constitution, conflicts and resolutions, past to present day
relations with the nation of Uganda. Research work by student
expected. Guest speakers anticipated.
KMI 510 Internship [“Industrial Training”]
4.00 Units a week, 20-40 hours hands-on work a week
In this class, student is to acquire on-the-job experience through
employment or work performance at private business, or other
―employer‖. Work related to course major is desired, but student may
also get experience in a different field if it requires at least some use
of skills related to major. To fulfill requirements for internship, four
hours of employment or at least three hours of employment and one
hour of class are needed. Employment means receiving pay, while
Work Performance means “volunteer”.

Advanced Certificate School Office Assistant: There
is a very big difference between duties on a school campus and duties
performed in private business or public service. At a school, the front
desk person must work with undivided focus on students. A front
desk clerk, typist, receptionist or secretary who is reliable and does an
excellent job, enables students to pass examinations highly.
Parents, sponsors and visitors will tell whether the school front office
person is a professional or just a person trained in ―office duties.‖
The Advanced Certificate School Office Assistant is a unique parttime course for a person who already has office skills including
typing and basic computer. It is offered on weekend or evening, for a
total of 4 months which equals 17 sessions.
Lots of current, valuable material will be learnt in the short period of
the course. Focus is on how to organize, manage and perform office
duties and improve performance of the school. Curriculum is
valuable for productively working in nursery school up to university.
Upon completion of studies, school secretarial, clerical or
office employee returns to work more energized because
of the new knowledge that has made her or him wellequipped. He or she is now able to implement skills and
strategies outlined below.
 Put into use valuable knowledge to enable school save
money through more effective and efficient school-specific
work techniques.
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Help school implement new innovative ways to improve
student achievement and development.



Improve relations between administration, students, parents
and visitors because of new management skills.

Schools are recommended and highly encouraged to take
advantage of this course and sponsor employees.
Duration: 4 months to complete. Class size: 20 students.
Subjects Required for the Advanced School Assistant Course

REF NO.

SUBJECT TITLE

UNITS

Month 1
*98102 SNC 102 Comptrs and Keyboarding – Intro
3.00
09125 SNG 125 English Grammr Writing and Speech Rev 2.00 M
*Option to take SNC 130 with SNC 501WE instead of SNC 102
available
*98130 SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00 M
*12103 SNC 501WE Graduation Portfolio Word and Excel 2.00
Month 2
98208 SNB 208 Typewriting – Produc and Speed Dev
09302 SNG 302 Managing a School Attendance Office

4.00 M
1.00 M

Month 3
98210 SNC 210 The Internet and e-Mail in Education
98255 SNC 255 MS Word – Special Office Projects
09303 SNB 303 Records Design & Management for Sch

1.00 M
2.00 M
2.00 M

Month 4
98304 SNB 304 Shorthand – Office Simulation Modules
4.00
09311 SNC 311 Data Management – Educational Office
1.00 M
Electives: None required.
Total Units: 17
SUBJECT DESCRIPTION
SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding
3.00 Units, 1 hour lecture a week | 2 hours lab a week
SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding exceeds, and conforms to,
UNEB syllabus 5.4.6 Computer Fundamentals and Data Processing.
SNC 102 lab introduces student to proper keyboarding techniques
within Microsoft Windows operating system. MSWord is the primary
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software used to introduce office documents. Spreadsheets, database
and other software may be sampled. Student is introduced to
computer programming through BASIC, FORTRAN and COBOL
language. Data processing and equipment are covered. Lecture covers
components of the computer, environment, types of computers.
Student learns material on topics that include hardware, software,
output and input media. Based on UNEB examination possibility for
year, legacy equipment may be included, for instance, punched cards,
magnetic tapes. Exemption: Exemption may be granted as explained
under section titled “Exemption from Class”.

SNG 125 English Grammar Writing & Speech Review
2.00 Units, 1 hour lecture | 1 hour lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.1.Business
Communications.
This class begins with reviewing grammar, vocabulary, spelling,
editing and dictionary-use skills. Lecturer structures next topics after
assessing competency levels of students so that everyone would be
ready to proceed into the higher level SNB 129 Business
Communications class. Student masters comprehension through
practices at reading, writing and re-writing various materials on
passages, reports and material from publications. Types of
communication include non-verbal, oral, press, telephone, mass
media, digital media [internet, e-mail, cell phones ] and analog media
[telex, fax, land line] Business letter writing on a variety of topics
including memoranda, sales letters, letters of application for
employment, Curriculum Vitae introduced. Structure of meetings,
agenda and taking notes covered. Student practices ―attentive
listening‖ to speakers, note taking while others speak, asking
inquisitive questions after speech, making prepared speech and
―unexpected‖ speech known as impromptu.
SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
Pre-requisite SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding with grade of “C”
or higher.
SNC 130 introduces student to fundamentals of Microsoft Excel as a
financial management tool. Student to learn basics of creating,
formatting and managing workbooks, using toolbars, charts and
graphics for financial planning.
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SNB 208 Typewriting – Production & Accuracy Projects
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
SNB 208 is for advanced level skills. Student to produce specialized
documents for business, government, not-for-profit and nongovernmental organizations. Assignments to include ―cutting‖
stencils and carbon. Complex letters, manuscripts and tabulation
projects are to be produced within a time limit. Student to aim for net
corrected speed of 60 words per minute and use same speed as
benchmark to finish other specialized projects.
SNC 210 The Internet & e-Mail in Education
1.00 Unit 1 hour lab a week
SNC 210 takes student into practical use of the Internet, the
worldwide computer network. How to get valuable education
information through E-mail, understanding File Transfer Protocol and
other Internet services, Web browsing to find good sites, how to filter
out ―spam‖ which is trash mail are some of the topics discussed.
Student without email address is assisted to acquire one if desired.
SNC 255 MS Word – Special Office Projects
2.00 Units, 2 hours lab
Class teaches expert skills and includes KEE graduation syllabus.
Student is to learn how to add and revise endnotes and footnotes,
create and manage master documents and subdocuments. Topics
include migrating data from MS Excel in tables, performing
calculations in Word tables, creating and positioning graphics.
Macros, creating and editing Web pages in Word, creating document
versions, protecting documents and attaching digital signatures
practiced. Student introduced to converting a document to PDF.
SNG 302 Managing a School Attendance Office
1.00Unit, 1 hour lecture a week
Core-Requisite SNC 304.
In this class, busy school assistant to learn specialized skills
necessary to manage a school office. Topics include distinguishing
features of city or town school office to rural school office. School
office systems, information management applicable to schools,
technology and administrative procedures covered, organizing and
managing student attendance information as well as producing daily,
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weekly, monthly and annual reports discussed. MS Word used for
organizing student records.
SNB 303 Records Design and Management for School Office
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
SNB 303 expands on principles included in SNB 243 Records
Management to prepare student to manage records and information at
a school office. Topics are: fundamentals of records management to
include principles of indexing and filing with focus on student and
parental records, discussion of major filing systems, for instance
alphabetical, numerical, subject and geographic and selecting the best
one. Duties of school clerks as records manager are reviewed.
SNB 304 Shorthand – Office Simulation Modules
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
This class is a simulated office setting. While busy executive dictates
letters, memos and other information to staff, he or she is inevitably
interrupted by phone, visitors and similar office routine. Staff [in this
case student] can ask executive [lecturer in this case] to clarify any
part of the dictation. Dictation may be postponed for minutes while
other office business is attended to by staff or executive. Speeds can
reach as high as 200 words per minute to as low as 50 WPM to
imitate office conditions. Transcription options: Computer,
typewriter, handwriting.
SNC 311 Data Management – Educational Office
1.00 hours lecture and lab a week
Core-Requisite SNC 302.
Data Management for Educational Office emphasizes confidentiality
of school records to teach knowledge for personnel in educational
office. Topics include designing information management databases
with Microsoft programs to use with password for getting
information instantly. This information and data may include
enrollment | admissions, student attendance, student absences,
progress reports, automated parental notifications to include letters,
parental-sponsor information about financial payment and dues.
SNC 501WE Graduation Portfolio MSWord and MS Excel
2.00 Units, Independent Study, 1 hour on campus a week
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SNC 501 WE Graduation Portfolio is taken during the final three
weekends of the School Office Assistant advanced course. Student is
required to produce (a) a report or manuscript and a newsletter in
Word related to a school and (b) a professional spreadsheet in Excel
outlining school budget or expenditures or data on student enrolment.
Specific design elements explained in class.

LB
L Bbaale Department of Technical Innovation

“How do we get Uganda from a consumer to a producer nation?”
That is the question that students in LBbaale Department research.
At L Bbaale Department, the mission is to teach students to look deep
into seemingly common questions, be curious and innovative. Our
student is an inventor eager to learn new things in the technical world
where, inevitably, new things come her or his way. The student shall
work diligently to invent new technology for Uganda, discovering
creative ways to make current technology work in the best interest of
Uganda.
The studies in L Bbaale Department take 2 years or more for a
diploma and a few months for a certificate. Student stays current,
relevant and on the cutting edge whether studying technology or how
to manage money through modern accountancy education.
||LBbaale courses require foreign students to take a Uganda native
language class as an elective. The language will depend on what class
is offered in the quarter.||
Course content details are on next pages.
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Ms. E. Mbolanyi Embracing Opportunity
Diploma in Accountancy:
Here is a true saying: Every good business has a good accountant !
Opportunities to dozens of careers are open to student who graduates
with this diploma in accountancy. The graduate could:
 Start working as a staff accountant or junior auditor.


Work as bursar or bookkeeper in school.



Work in budget departments leading to general accountant.



Start own business managing finances for dozens of private
companies and individuals always in need of this service.

This full-time course is based on the following:
1.
Curriculum from Uganda National Examinations Board for
student to earn National Ordinary Diploma in Accountancy
upon passing the examinations, AND
2.

Option to sit and pass single-subject UNEB Advanced level
exams and earn group Advanced Certificate.

3.

Well-designed subjects from our Institute teaching student
additional knowledge beyond UNEB requirements, to earn
the KMI Diploma in Accountancy.
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[a] A student who passes UNEB National Ordinary
Diploma in Accountancy will automatically be
awarded KMI diploma upon applying for it and
fulfilling all the non-academic requirements.
[b] A student who earns UNEB group Advanced
Certificate or single Advanced certificate , all either in
Administrative Specialization or Commercial
Specialization, that include[s] all of the following:
Principles of Accounts, Cost Accounting, Statistics,
Auditing, will automatically be awarded KMI diploma
upon applying for it and fulfilling all the non-academic
requirements.


Student who fulfills any of the requirements as outlined
in number (a), or (b) above before designated duration
of the Diploma in Accountancy course as outlined may
be allowed to graduate if student applies for and fulfills
graduation requirements as outlined in this course
booklet.

Student is prepared to sit for both UNEB and Institute exams.
Currently the Institute does not have a UNEB center. Therefore,
student would have to travel to a different location to sit for the
exams. Examination fees will be collected by the office and paid to
UNEB on behalf of the student to manage the graduation process.
Institute has list of UNEB centers and contacts for student benefit.
The timetable to release UNEB results is controlled by UNEB, but
the Institute shall work diligently to help the student in that process.
Duration: 2 years to 2 ½ years to graduate
Class size: 20 students.
Subjects Required for the Diploma Accountancy Major

REF NO.
10101
01102
10103

SUBJECT TITLE

KMI 101 Prep
SNC 102 Comptrs and Keyboarding – Intro
SNB 103 Economics – Micro and Macro Intro

UNITS
5.00 M
3.00 M
2.00 M
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98115
10118
10119
09125
98129
01130
10132
UNEB
UNEB
10138
98155
10158
10227
10230
UNEB
UNEB
10300
UNEB
UNEB
UNEB
UNEB
UNEB
09501
98510

SNB 115 Accounting for Business Office
3.00 M
LBB 118 Principles of Accounts – Applied
3.00 M
LBB 119 General Principles of Business Law
3.00 M
SNG 125 English Grammr Writing & Speech Rev 2.00
SNB 129 Business Comms – Letter, Report, Rsrch 3.00 M
SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00
LBB 132 Statistics – Intro
3.00 M
5.3.4 Business Calculations
3.00
5.4.5 Business Organization and Management
2.00 M
LBC 138 MS Access – Intro
2.00
SNC 155 MS Word – Business Documents Intro
2.00 M
LBC 158 MS Access for Business Office
2.00
LBB 227 Money and Banking
3.00
LBC 230 MS Excel – Accounting Spreadsheets
3.00 M
5.3.7 Elements of Auditing
3.00 M
5.3.7 Financial Accounting II
3.00 M
LBB 300 Managerial Accounting
3.00
5.3.8 Auditing and Business Ethics
2.00 M
5.3.9 Cost Accounting
3.00 M
5.3.10 Business Finance
3.00 M
5.3.11 Elements of Taxation
3.00 M
5.3.12 Production Management
2.00 M
KMI 501A Graduation Portfolio
2.00 M
KMI510 Internship [―Industrial Training‖]
4.00 M
Total Units: 75
Electives: None required.
SUBJECT DESCRIPTION
KMI 101 Prep
5.00 Units, 3 to 5 hours of exam review a week
In KMI 101 Prep, student is introduced to past papers through review,
familiarization with, and practice on past papers, both domestic and
international, in preparation for UNEB, KEE and other relevant
examinations.
SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding
3.00 Units, 1 hour lecture a week | 2 hours lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.6 Computer
Fundamentals and Data Processing.
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SNC 102 Lab introduces student to proper keyboarding techniques
within Microsoft Windows operating system. MSWord is the primary
software used to introduce office documents. Spreadsheets, database
and other software may be sampled. Student is introduced to
computer programming through BASIC, FORTRAN and COBOL
language. Data processing and equipment are covered. Lecture covers
components of the computer, environment, types of computers.
Student learns material on topics that include hardware, software,
output and input media. Based on UNEB examination possibility for
year, legacy equipment may be included, for instance, punched cards,
magnetic tapes. Exemption: Exemption may be granted as explained
under section titled “Exemption from Class”.

SNB 103 Economics – Macro & Micro
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.2 Economics.
Student learns both economics controllable by Uganda [Macro] and
economics controlled by outsiders [Micro]. Topics include basic
concepts to intermediate concepts: What causes prices to down or up?
Can government decision influence economic development in a
―free-enterprise‖ economy? Student learns about fiscal and monetary
policy, money and banking, capital markets, balance of payments,
advantages and disadvantages of regional economic integration. At
the micro economic level, topics that affect Uganda‘s competitive
advantage in agriculture are studied. These topics include
competition, bureaucratic policies, market structures and issues of
international trade.
SNB 115 Accounting for Business Office
3.00 Units, 3 hours combined lecture and lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabi 5.3.1, 5.4.3.
Fundamentals of Accounting and 5.4.1 Financial Accounting I.
SNB 115 Accounting introduces student to accounting as a financial
management tool. Understanding of differences and similarities
between accounting and bookkeeping discussed. Importance of
accounting in business and non-profit organizations is learnt through
practices in major books and related entries of accounting for
instance cashbooks, the ledger, imprest, cash vouchers, double-entry,
trial balance. Student is introduced to various ways to use accounting
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for business advantage: for banking, partnerships, recording and
writing off bad debts, working capital and capital expenditures.
LBB 118 Principles of Accounts – Applied
3:00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class content is from UNEB syllabus, part of the Intermediate
Certificate in Business Studies. Number and Syllabus not published
by UNEB at time of this booklet.
LBB 119 General Principles of Law
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class exceeds, and combines, UNEB syllabi 5.4.3 Business Law and
5.4.8 General Principles of Law.
Student is introduced to the legal system and laws that govern
business in Uganda and overseas: nature and sources of law,
administration of law in Uganda, legal personality and legal
relationships. Aspects of law to include: The law of contract, The law
of property, The law of torts, the Law of trust, Law of succession,
security and stock exchange regulations, insurance. Discussions
include judicial and administrative systems, hierarchy of courts,
tribunal and arbitration as well as ethics in law.
SNG 125 English Grammar Writing & Speech Review
2.00 Units, 1 hour lecture | 1 hour lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.1.Business
Communication.
This class begins with reviewing grammar, vocabulary, spelling,
editing and dictionary-use skills. Lecturer structures next topics after
assessing competency levels of students so that everyone would be
ready to proceed into the higher level SNB 129 Business
Communications class. Student masters comprehension through
practices at reading, writing and re-writing various materials on
passages, reports and material from publications. Types of
communication include non-verbal, oral, press, telephone, mass
media, digital media [internet, e-mail, cell phones] and analog media
[telex, fax, land line] Business letter writing on a variety of topics
including memoranda, sales letters, letters of application for
employment, Curriculum Vitae introduced. Structure of meetings,
agenda and taking notes covered. Student practices ―attentive
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listening‖ to speakers, note taking while others speak, asking
inquisitive questions after speech, making prepared speech and
―unexpected‖ speech known as impromptu.
SNB 129 Business Communications – Letter, Report, Research
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Student builds on writing skills learnt in SNG 125 English Grammar.
Emphasis is on business vocabulary, sentence structure, principles
and techniques of business writing as applied to various documents,
for instance, letters and memoranda, resumes and Curriculum Vitae.
Student to learn principles and practice of research and producing
business reports, as well as delivering business speech.
SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
Pre-requisite SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding with grade of “C”
or higher.
This class introduces student to fundamentals of Microsoft Excel as a
financial management tool. Student to learn basics of creating,
formatting and managing workbooks, using toolbars, charts and
graphics for financial planning.
LBB 132 Statistics – Introduction
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.4. Statistics.
This is an introduction class to descriptive and inferential statistics.
Student to learn concepts through graphs, measures of central
tendency and spread. Topics to include basic probability, binomial
and normal distributions, estimation of population parameters.
Exercises include hypothesis testing, linear regression and correlation
as well as practices on analytical reading and problem solving.
UNEB 5.3.4 Business Calculations
3.00 Units KMI conversion, 3 hours lecture
Class content is from UNEB syllabus, part of The National
Certificate in Accountancy.
Business Calculations teaches about sets including empty sets,
universal sets and infinite sets. Topics include simple practice,
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fraction, geometrical figures and graphs and metric system. Covered
are averages, ratio and proportion and distance. Business topics
include profit and loss, interest, discount and depreciation, stocks and
shares, foreign exchange and handling hire purchase transactions.
5.4.5 Business Organization and Management
2.00 Units KMI conversion, 2 hours lecture
Class content is from UNEB syllabus, part of The National Ordinary
Diploma in Accountancy.
Topics covered include types of business organizations, advantages
and disadvantages of each, general principles of management,
production management, purchasing management. Student to learn
about administration of office.
LBC 138 MS Access – Introduction
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
In this class, student learns hands-on Access basic skills. Topics
include practical use of a database and how it simplifies retrieving
information, how to create tables using wizards, how to create tables
from scratch, how to modify and sort database tables, how to perform
simple queries, create simple reports, and design basic forms.
Emphasis is on examples of work-related projects.
SNC 155 MS Word – Business Documents Introduction
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
Pre-requisite SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus
5.4.11.Wordprocessing.
This is an introductory class to Microsoft Word. Topics to include
starting a program, opening and closing a document, setting up a
page, selecting paper size, inserting and deleting text and parts of
document, moving and copying, saving. Student to learn various
basic formatting features to include letter production, printing,
inserting tables, spell checking and simplifying the processing of
mass documents through basic mail merge techniques.
LBC 158 MS Access for Business Office
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
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LBC 158 MS Access expands on knowledge learned in LBC 138.
Quicker ways to format and modify datasheets, creating and
modifying select queries, creating crosstab queries, sorting and
filtering records, creating one-to-many relationships, creating and
formatting reports, are topics included in LBC 158. Student to work
with calculated controls in reports, import and export data, as well as
practice creating data access page for business.
UNEB 5.3.7 Financial Accounting II
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class content is from UNEB syllabus.
Student to learn about steps taken to dissolve a partnership.
Discussions emphasize various accounts and how to interpret them to
include control accounts, company accounts, capital accounts,
manufacturing accounts, department accounts, branch accounts,
consignment accounts, miscellaneous accounts.
UNEB 5.3.7 Elements of Auditing
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class content is from UNEB syllabus, part of the National Certificate
in Accountancy.
In UNEB 5.3.7 topics of discussion include the purpose of an audit,
the auditor and types of audits. Student to learn about audit
procedures, audit tools, audit reports, internal control.
UNEB 5.3.8 Auditing and Business Ethics
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
Class content is primarily UNEB, and KMI additional syllabus
This class gives more in-depth than UNEB 5.3.7 Elements of
Auditing. In addition to re-discussing topics in 5.3.7. Elements of
Auditing , student to learn the significance of auditor‘s professional
code of ethics and behavior. Topics include business ethics toward
customers, toward employees, toward society, business ethics
expectations by government. Communication through the True and
Fair Value and Materiality principle, control documentation and
evidence, audit sampling, computer auditing are covered.
UNEB 5.3.9 Cost Accounting
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
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UNEB 5.3.9 includes content from UNEB syllabus 5.3.6 Elements of
Cost Accounting.
UNEB 5.3.9 introduces Cost Accounting. Student to learn the
difference between Cost Accounting and Financial Accounting.
Topics include elements of costs, cost control accounts, job and
process costing, standard costing, material costing, labor costing,
overhead costing, unit costing, standard costing, budgetary control.
UNEB 5.3.10 Business Finance
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class content is from UNEB syllabus.
This class discusses sources of finance for business, how to look for
funding. Student to learn about capital structure, basic valuation
models, management of working capital, making capital expenditure
decisions. Topics include interpretation of accounts, analyzing the
balance sheet, making decisions about capital reductions and reconstructions, considering mergers, amalgamations and take-overs.
LBC 230 MS Excel – Accounting Spreadsheets
3.00 Units, 3 hours lab a week
LBC 230 focuses on expert skills. Student to practice using raw
numbers: How to import data into Excel, migrating Access database
tables, importing data using a query, importing graphics. Topics to
include using templates, consolidating data from multiple worksheets
using different layouts, formatting numbers, working with formulas
and ranges. Using PivotTable, protecting Excel data, merging
workbooks, creating a shared workbook, solving printing problems.
Emphasis on using Excel in analyzing budgets.
LBB 300 Managerial Accounting
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
This class expands on knowledge gained from UNEB 5.4.1 Financial
Accounting I and puts student in role of manager using accounting
information in making decisions, planning, directing and controlling
operations. Topics include cost terms and concepts, cost behavior,
cost structure, and how buying decisions affect profit. Student to
learn about analyzing decisions to plan for profit and control costs,
planning operations and budget, and making accounting decisions in
manufacturing organizations.
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UNEB 5.3.11 Elements of Taxation
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
UNEB 5.3.11 content is from UNEB syllabus.
Elements of Taxation looks at and different taxes with emphasis on
Uganda‘s tax structure and administration [in contrast to other
regional and international taxing systems.] Topics include the internal
revenue department [Uganda Revenue Authority], Custom and
Excise Department, Value Added Tax [VAT], and others levies,
charges, taxes.
UNEB 5.3.12 Production Management
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
Class content is from UNEB syllabus.
This class teaches principles and practices of investment appraisal for
manufacturing plant. Student to learn about plant layout, material
handling, product quality control, work and productivity
measurement, inventory control.
SNC 501A Graduation Portfolio MS Excel and MS Access
2.00 Units, Independent Study, 1 hour on campus a week
SNC 501A is taken during the final quarter of studies. Student is
required to produce a professional business budget using Excel, and
a professional database with Access. Layout and design elements as
well as attendance requirements are explained during first week oSf
class. A passing grade is recorded toward fulfilling requirements for
KEE.
KMI 510 Internship [“Industrial Training”]
4.00 Units a week, 20-40 hours hands-on work a week
In this class, student is to acquire on-the-job experience through
employment or work performance at private business, or other
―employer‖. Work related to course major is desired, but student may
also work in a different field if it requires at least some use of skills
related to major. To fulfill requirements for internship, four hours of
employment or at least three hours of employment and one hour of
class are needed. Employment means receiving pay, while work
performance means ―volunteer‖.
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Technical Certificate Business Data Processing: This is a
1½ years full-time course concentrating on how to collect and
accurately process business, technical and statistical data and
information efficiently for a busy office. Many opportunities are
open to the graduate to succeed in life. Career opportunities are:


Data processing jobs in marketing, advertising and sales;
such businesses depend on repeated data-taking.



Employers potentially also are: the Bureau of Statistics,
newspapers, radio, television, performance groups, police,
armed services, Electoral Commission, telecommunications
and phone companies, religious organizations, banks,
industries, schools, universities. The potential is endless.

The student of this course can be new to office work or already
educated in clerical work and needs additional qualifications to
enhance opportunity for employment.
The course content covers both number-based [numeric] and wordbased [alpha] data and progresses into technical material throughout
the year. Student may choose Option 1 to earn Institute diploma only
or Option 2 to earn both the diploma and single UNEB certificate
based on UNEB syllabus. Both options are taught concurrently,
therefore student has to fulfill all KMI requirements to graduate.
Duration: 1½ years to complete.
Class size: 20 students.
Subjects Required for the Business Data Processing Major

REF NO.
09100
10101
98102
10103
98105
09114
98115
10118
98120
09125
98129
59

SUBJECT TITLE

SNB 100 Data Processing Principles
KMI 101 Prep
SNC 102 Comptrs & Keyboarding – Intro
SNB 103 Economics – Micro & Macro Intro
SNB 105 Typewriting - Mastering Homekeys
LBB 114 Business Math
SNB 115 Accounting for Business Office
LBB 118 Principles of Accounts – Applied
LBC 120 MS Access – Introduction
SNG 125 English Grammr Writing & Speech Rev
SNB 129 Business Comms – Letter, Report, Rsrch

UNITS
1.00
5.00 M
3.00
2.00
4.00 M
3.00 M
3.00 M
3.00 M
2.00 M
3.00
3.00 M
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UNEB
98151
98155
98210
09221
10222
10230
09300
09305
09501
98510
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SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00
5.3.4 Business Calculations
3.00 M
SNB 151 Typewriting – Speed & Production Dev 4.00 M
SNC 155 MS Word – Business Documents Intro
2.00
SNC 210 The Internet & e-Mail in Education
1.00
SNC 221 Data Processing – Alpha and Numerical 3.00 M
SNC 222 Data Processing by Hand
1.00 M
LBC 230 MS Excel – Accounting Spreadsheets
3.00 M
LBC 300 Data Processing – Statistical
2.00
SNB 305 Call Center Principles – Applied
1.00
KMI 501D Graduation Portfolio (Data Processing) 2.00 M
KMI 510 Internship [―Industrial Training‖]
4.00 M
Total Units: 60
SUBJECT DESCRIPTION

SNC 100 Document Processing Principles
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
This is an introductory class in which student examines career
possibilities of data processing including legal data processing,
medical, statistical and others. Editing skills learnt concentrate on
reading data accurately before entering it into computer.
KMI 101 Prep
5.00 Units, 3 to 5 hours of exam review a week
Student is introduced to past papers through review, familiarization
with, and practice on past papers, both domestic and international, in
preparation for UNEB, KEE and other relevant examinations.
SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding
3.00 Units, 1 hour lecture a week | 2 hours lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.6 Computer
Fundamentals and Data Processing.
Lab introduces student to proper keyboarding techniques within
Microsoft Windows operating system. MSWord is the primary
software used to introduce office documents. Spreadsheets, database
and other software may be sampled. Student is introduced to
computer programming through BASIC, FORTRAN and COBOL
language. Data processing and equipment are covered. Lecture covers
components of the computer, environment, types of computers.
Student learns material on topics that include hardware, software,
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output and input media. Based on UNEB examination possibility for
year, legacy equipment may be included, for instance, punched cards,
magnetic tapes. Exemption: Exemption may be granted as explained
under section titled “Exemption from Class”.

SNB 103 Economics – Macro & Micro
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
SNB 103 exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.2 Economics.
In SNB 103 Economics student learns both economics controllable
by Uganda [Macro] and economics uncontrollable by Uganda
[Micro ]. Topics include basic concepts to intermediate concepts:
What causes prices to drop or rise? Can government decision
influence economic development in a ―free-enterprise‖ economy?
Student learns about fiscal and monetary policy, money and banking,
capital markets, balance of payments, advantages and disadvantages
of regional economic integration. At the micro economic level, topics
that affect Uganda‘s competitive advantage in agriculture are studied.
These topics include competition ,bureaucratic policies, market
structures and issues of international trade.
SNB 105 Typewriting - Mastering Homekeys
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.4 Typewriting I.
Student is introduced to ―touch typing‖ which is the skill of
memorizing the typewriter letters and typing without looking at the
keyboard. Proper seating posture, proper finger placement on the
keyboard are included. Some time to be spent on theory as outlined in
UNEB syllabus to include: Typewriter types and parts, care, different
types of letters, are discussed. with practice in answering questions
by handwriting. Student is gradually introduced to speed and
accuracy skills aiming at a corrected speed of 35 words per minute,
planning and typing business correspondence and manuscripts, as
well as producing well-designed tables through excellent techniques
of tabulation. Practices include numeric keys. Exemption: Exemption
may be granted as explained under section titled “Exemption from Class”.

LBB 114 Business Mathematics
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture
Student to learn business-critical mathematics principles including
review of basics of decimals, fractions, and percentages. LBB 114
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content combines smart money management regarding banks,
payroll, buying and selling in a competitive economy, computing
interest on loans. Regular Intermediate Algebra class may be offered
instead of Business Mathematics.
SNB 115 Accounting for Business Office
3.00 Units, 3 hours combined lecture and lab a week
SNB 115 Accounting exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabi 5.3.1,
5.4.3.Fundamentals of Accounting and 5.4.1. Financial Accounting I.
Student is introduced to accounting as a financial management tool.
Understanding of differences and similarities between accounting and
bookkeeping outlined. Importance of accounting in business and nonprofit organizations is learnt through practices in major books and
related entries of accounting for instance cashbooks, the ledger,
Imprest, cash vouchers, double-entry, trial balance. Student is
introduced to various ways to use accounting for business advantage:
for banking, partnerships, recording and writing off bad debts,
working capital and capital expenditures.
LBB 118 Principles of Accounts – Applied
3:00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Class content is from UNEB syllabus, part of the Intermediate
Certificate in Business Studies. UNEB Number and Syllabus not
published by UNEB at time of this booklet.
LBC 120 MS Access Introduction
3.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
In LBC 120, student learns hands-on basic Access skills. Topics
include practical use of a database and how it simplifies retrieving
information, how to create tables using Microsoft Wizards, how to
create tables from scratch, how to modify and sort database tables,
how to perform queries, create reports, and design forms. Emphasis is
on examples of work-related projects.
SNG 125 English Grammar Writing & Speech Review
2.00 Units, 1 hour lecture | 1 hour lab a week
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.1.Business
Communications.
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SNG 125 English begins with reviewing grammar, vocabulary,
spelling, editing and dictionary-use skills. Lecturer structures next
topics after assessing competency levels of students so that everyone
would be ready to proceed into the higher level SNB 129 Business
Communications class. Student masters comprehension through
practices at reading, writing and re-writing various materials on
passages, reports and material from publications. Types of
communication include non-verbal, oral, press, telephone, mass
media, digital media [ internet, e-mail, cell phones ] and analog
media [ telex, fax, land line ] Business letter writing on a variety of
topics including memoranda, sales letters, letters of application for
employment, Curriculum Vitae introduced. Structure of meetings,
agenda and taking notes covered. Student practices ―attentive
listening‖ to speakers, note taking while others speak, asking
inquisitive questions after speech, making prepared speech and
―unexpected‖ speech known as impromptu.
UNEB 5.3.4 Business Calculations
3.00 Units KMI conversion, 3 hours lecture
Class content is from UNEB syllabus, part of The National
Certificate in Accountancy.
In this class, student is to learn about sets including empty sets,
universal sets and infinite sets. Topics include simple practice,
fraction, geometrical figures and graphs, metric system, averages,
ratio and proportion and distance. Business topics include profit and
loss, interest, discount and depreciation, stocks and shares, foreign
exchange and handling hire purchase transactions.
SNB 129 Business Communications – Letter, Report, Research
3.00 Units, 3 hours lecture a week
Student builds on writing skills learnt in SNG 125 English Grammar.
Emphasis is on business vocabulary, sentence structure, principles
and techniques of business writing as applied to various documents,
for instance, letters and memoranda, resumes and Curriculum Vitae.
Student to learn principles and practice of research and producing
business reports, as well as delivering business speech.
UNEB 5.4.1 Fundamentals of Marketing
2.00 Units KMI conversion, 2 hours lecture
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Fundamentals of Marketing class content is from UNEB syllabus,
part of The National Diploma in Marketing.
In Fundamentals of Marketing, student is to learn about the
foundations of marketing to include production, product, sales and
marketing orientations. Marketing tools of product, price, place,
promotion are discussed in relation to processing business data.
SNC 130 MS Excel – Intro to Spreadsheets
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
Pre-requisite for SNC 130 is SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding
with grade of “C” or higher.
SNC 130 Intro to Spreadsheets introduces student to fundamentals of
Microsoft Excel as a financial management tool. Student to learn
basics of creating, formatting and managing workbooks, using
toolbars, charts and graphics for financial planning.
SNB 151 Typewriting – Speed & Production Development
4.00 Units, 4 hours lab a week
In SNB 151, student builds on skills learnt in SNB 105 Typewriting Mastering Home keys. Speed and accuracy skills are emphasized
through typing manuscripts and varieties of business correspondence.
Production typewriting techniques are practiced with numbers row,
tabulation and tables and end-of-line division of words as well as
documents with editing symbols. Student to aim for speed and
accuracy at 40 words per minute when typing medium size
documents within 4 to 9 minutes or less. If student has not passed
UNEB 5.4.4. Typewriting I, time to be spent on theory as outlined in
the syllabus to include: Typewriter types and parts, care, different
types of letters, and practice answering questions by handwriting.
SNC 155 MS Word – Business Documents
2.00 Units, combined lecture and lab a week
Pre-requisite SNC 102 Computers & Keyboarding with grade “C” or
higher
Class exceeds, and conforms to, UNEB syllabus 5.4.11.
Wordprocessing.
This is an introductory class to Microsoft Word. Topics to include
starting a program, opening and closing a document, setting up a
page, selecting paper size, inserting and deleting text and parts of
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document, moving and copying, saving. Student to learn various
basic formatting features to include letter production, printing,
inserting tables, spell checking and simplifying the processing of
mass documents through basic mail merge techniques.
SNC 210 The Internet & e-Mail in Education
1.00 Unit 1 hour lab a week
SNC 210 takes student into practical use of the Internet, the
worldwide computer network. How to get valuable education
information through E-mail, understanding File Transfer Protocol and
other Internet services, Web browsing to find good sites, how to filter
out ―spam‖ which is trash mail are some of the topics discussed.
Student without email address is assisted to acquire one if desired.
SNC 221 Data Processing Alpha & Numerical
3.00 Units, 3 hours lab a week
Pre-requisite LBB 121 Data Processing Numeric.
Emphasis in this class is on processing of combined data of words
[alpha] and numbers [numeric] simultaneously. Repetitive tasks
within timed speed emphasized as student uses both Microsoft Excel
or similar computer program and 10-Key calculator. Office-situations
are simulated to build customer service skills and confidence.
Proficiency aim: 7,000 keystrokes per hour [ KPH ] alphanumeric,
9,000 KPH numeric with high accuracy levels. Projects to include
ability to produce dozens of business documents per day.
SNC 222 Data Processing by Hand
1.00 Unit, 1 hour lab a week
This class teaches skills essential if, and when, no electronic
equipment is available to process data. Student learns through
practices of simulation exercises principles and techniques of using
―personal short hand ― to summarize data, record information and be
able to present words, figures and numbers accurately.
LBC 230 MS Excel – Accounting Spreadsheets
3.00 Units, 3 hours lab a week
In LBC 230, student to learn to create worksheets with relevant
graphic charts for presenting accounting information. Simple and
complex formulas that enable producing accounting-related financial
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information are emphasized. Exercises and practices to correspond to
manual accounting formulas and books.
LBC 300 Data Processing Statistical
3.00 Units, 2 hours lab a week
Part of Data Processing Statistical reviews algebra principles helping
in learning how to process more complex data of statistical nature.
Microsoft Access and Excel used on population census, for example,
election results, and school enrolment or grades.
SNB 305 Call Center Principles – Applied
2.00Unit, 1 hour lecture | 1 hour lab a week
This class teaches student the communication process on duty in a
Call Center where customers call for assistance. Typical example of a
Call Center is a telephone company, a utility [for instance electricity]
company, examinations board, elections commission, tax authority,
airport, radio and television stations, newspaper and magazine
publishers, and similar customer-oriented responsibilities. Topics
include how to develop personalized customer care skills, scripting,
market intelligence, knowledge management, the World Wide Web,
Electronic Mail management, principles of database management,
public presentation skills, calmness under pressure, ―can-do‖ attitude
in the face of customer anger. Student learns how to manage stress
and keep motivated. Simulations exercises emphasize principles and
practices of using written script promptly to give accurate answers to
keep customers happily satisfied talking on the phone.
SNC 501 Graduation Portfolio Data Processing
2.00 Units, Independent Study , 1 hour on campus a week
This class is taken during the final quarter of study. Student is
required to produce a professional Call Center script in MS Word,
supported by professional business data using Access and Excel.
Layout and design elements as well as attendance requirements of
these two skills are explained during first day of class. A passing
grade is recorded toward fulfilling requirements for KEE.
KMI 510 Internship [“Industrial Training”]
4.00 Units a week, 20-40 hours hands-on work a week
In KMI 510, student is to acquire on-the-job experience through
employment or work performance at private business, public sector
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or not-for-profit organization. Work related to course major is
desired, but student may also work in a different field if it requires at
least some use of skills relate to major. To fulfill requirements for
internship, four hours of employment or at least three hours of
employment and one hour of class a week are needed. Employment
means receiving pay, while work performance means “volunteer”.

CLASS TIME SCHEDULE
Morning Session
Each lesson is 55 minutes | Break is 15 minutes
1st Lesson
7:30 a.m. –8:25 a.m.
2nd Lesson
8:30 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.
BREAK
9:25 a.m. – 9:40 a.m.
3rd Lesson
9:40 a.m. – 10:35 a.m.
4th Lesson
10:40 a.m. – 11:35 a.m.
5th Lesson
11:40 a.m. – 12:35 p.m.
LUNCH
12:35 p.m. – 1:35 p.m.
Afternoon Session
Each lesson is 55 minutes | Break is 15 minutes
1st Lesson
1:35 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
2nd Lesson
2:35 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.
BREAK
3:30 p.m. - 3:45 p.m.
3rd Lesson
3:45 p.m. – 4:40 p.m.
4th Lesson
4:45 p.m. – 5:40 p.m.
5th Lesson
5:45 p.m. – 6:40 p.m.
OFFICE CLOSED AT 6:45 P.M.
ELECTIVES
Below are some elective subjects that student may be required to take
as part of a course. If an elective is required to graduate, it would be
listed immediately following (or concurrently with) all regular
subjects of the course. If a subject listed as Elective is offered as a
single subject, for instance under U.S. College, any student may take
it either for personal benefit or to fulfill the elective requirement.
Conditions and Terms required under U.S. College enrolment may
apply. Foreign students must take a Uganda language elective.
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Subjects to Fulfill Electives Requirement
REF NO
10104
10109
10113
99119
10131
10133
10134
10137
10139
10140
10141
10147
10212
10219
10220
10223
10228
10231
10233
10301
10313
10400
10500

SUBJECT TITLE

UNITS

SNB 104 Uganda Constitution
LBB 109 Photography
SNB 113 Personal Finance
LBC 119 MS Access for Schools – Intro
LBB 131 Advertising Copy Writing
SNB 133 Career Tactics
LBB 134 Mathematics Topics
SNB 137 Runyankore-Rukiga Conversation
SNB 139 Swahili Conversation and Translation
LBC 140 Digital Photography
LBC 141 CS Digital Design Topics
LBB 147 CS Adobe Photoshop
SNC 212 CD and DVD Computer Backup
SNC 219 Desktop Publishing in Small Business
LBC 220 CS Digital Page Layout
SNC 223 Data Processing Remotely
SNB 228 English – Advanced Writg Speakg
LBB 231 Accounting for Small Business
LBB 233 Small Business Starting
LSL 301 Luganda as Second Language
SNB 313 Office Personnel Evaluation
LBC 400 Audio Production
SNC 500 Computer Current Topics

2.00
1.00
1.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.00
2.00
2.00
3.00

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION
SNB 104 Uganda Constitution
2.00 units, 2 hours combined lecture-lab a week
This class looks at the Uganda Constitution discussing citizen rights
and guidelines government-to-people peaceful relationship.
LBB 109 Photography – Special Topics
1.00 Unit, 1 hour lab a week
Hands-on skills using a 35mm camera for taking photos in different
scenarios, settings or occasions. Student responsible for buying film
and paying for developing and printing photographs.
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SNB 113 Personal Finance
1.00 Units, 1 hour combined lecture-lab a week
Emphasis in this class is on how to manage personal money and
property to avoid the stress of unpredictable financial situations.
Topics include how to save money as a self-employed person, while
employed by another, or when looking for a job. Opportunity offered
student to demonstrate how to budget and how to manage credit.
LBC 119 MS Access for Schools – Introduction
3.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture and lab a week
In LBC 119, student is introduced to skills for using Access in school
office: Mastering toolbars, creating and modifying student database,
creating lookup fields, modifying field properties. Student to create
and modify select queries, add calculated fields to select queries,
format values in a calculated field. Practice to include using forms,
sorting and filtering student records, sorting and filtering employee
records, formatting parents‘ reports, printing.
LBB 131 Advertising Copy Writing
1.00 Unit, 1 hour lab a week.
In LBB 131, student to learn about writing advertising copy to
successfully market and promote a business. Design elements to
include freehand drawing, digital and use of page layout software.
SNB 133 Career Tactics
1.00 Unit, 1 hour lab a week.
Student guided in various ways of looking for employment. Topics to
include writing a Curriculum Vitae and resume as well as tips to
finding a job. Interviewing practices include recorded situations.
LBB 134 Math Topics
2.0 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
Each quarter this class is offered will explore a topic or topics in math
that is of particular hardship to student. The first session of class will
be an assessment to select the topics in algebra, arithmetic, geometry.
SNB 137 Runyankore-Rukiga Conversation
1.00 Unit, 1 hour lab a week
Not open for native speakers of Runyankore-Rukiga
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SNB 137 Runyankore-Rukiga is a mostly-conversation class teaching
student essential vocabulary for everyday use of the dialect.
SNB 139 Swahili Conversation and Translation
2.00 Unit, 2 hours combined lecture-lab a week
SNB 139 Not open to native speakers of Swahili.
Basic conversation of Swahili is the focus of this class. Student
practices to include making aural translation of business matters.
LBC 140 Digital Photography
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lecture-lab a week
Student is introduced to taking pictures with a digital camera through
different camera models. Hands-on projects to include taking
portraits, close-ups and working with different lighting situations.
Recommended for student to bring digital camera to class.
LBC 141 CS Digital Design Topics
2.00 Units, 2 hours lab a week
Latest programs on market, for instance in the Adobe Creative Suite,
the leading publishing design program, used to update essential skills.
LBB 147 CS Adobe Photoshop
2.00 Units, 2 hours lab a week
LBB 147 introduces student to using Adobe Photoshop professionally
in digital photography. More than one Adobe version may be used.
SNC 212 CD and DVD Computer Backup
1.00 Unit, 1 hour lab a week
In this class, student develops professional skills of ―burning‖ a CD
and DVD for backups of data. Practices include music and video.
SNC 219 Desktop Publishing in Small Business
1.00 Unit,1 hour lab a week
This class teaches core skills of using MS Word and MS Publisher in
producing professional-quality business promotion documents.
Projects include flyers, regular size brochures and reports.
LBC 220 CS Digital Page Layout
1.00 Unit, 1 hour lab a week
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In LBC 220, CS In-Design, the leading page layout program, is used
to learn basics of page design with emphasis on multi-page
publications.
SNC 223 Data Processing Remotely
2.00 Units, 2 hours lab a week
SNC 223 focuses on how to process data downloaded and uploaded
on the Internet, packages coming through post office and other
external couriers. Topics include customer service for clients calling
from foreign country.
SNB 228 English Language – Advanced Writing and Speaking
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
This course focuses on vocational writing and speech-making skills
for business use. Intensive advanced exercises help student develop
critical thinking, speaking and writing techniques needed for success.
LBB 231 Accounting for Small Business
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lab-lecture a week
Computer-oriented class dealing with salaries, wages and payroll
records. Student to learn about responsibilities of government taxes,
social security, Pay as You Earn and other payroll issues.
LBB 233 Small Business Starting
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
In LBB 233, student is guided through the process of writing a
functional business plan. Emphasis is on becoming an effective
entrepreneur with marketing plan, excellent location, financing.
LSL 301 Luganda as a Second Language
3.00 Units, 1 hour lecture | 2 hours lab a week
Student with a credit at UNEB “O” or “A” level exam exempt.
Emphasis in this class is for student to master vocabulary so can be
fluent in business conversation as well as daily casual transactions.
SNB 313 Office Personnel Evaluation
2.00 Units, 2 hours lecture a week
Student is to learn methods and legal requirements to conduct an
employee‘s evaluation of job performance. Topics include basic
supervision and motivation techniques for employee to work better.
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LBC 400 Audio Production
2.00 Units, 2 hours combined lab-lecture a week
This class combines theory and practice of producing audio for radio,
television, music and other multimedia environments.
SNC 500 Computer Current Topics
3.00 Units, 1 hour lecture | 2 hours lab a week
SNC 500 Computer Current Topics monitors new trends in computer
software and hardware. This knowledge is continually taught in US
College to ensure student has latest competitive edge and advantage.

US COLLEGE
The Continuing Education Center
US College is Kisulo Mukasa Institute’s school offering
valuable education after 5 p.m or on weekend.

Holiday-Makers Gaining Skills at KMI US College During ―Vac.‖
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US College is the ―continuing education center‖, the open-door for
student who desires to further education but is unable to study under
full-time or part-time status.
Student who completes class can get a certificate or letter of
performance. Classes are non-credit, meaning not countable toward
earning KMI diploma or regular study certificate.
Ask for more information at Main Office. Start studies today to learn
more exiting subjects in Computer, English, Business Principles, Job
Hunting and Interviewing techniques, and others.
US College welcomes you today!
Get more information from our Main Office during these business
hours:
Monday-Friday: 7:30 p.m.-6:40 p.m.
Saturday:
7:30 a.m-12:40 p.m.
Students from all levels of schooling [primary-university] welcomed.
Students on vacation, known as ―Holiday-Makers‖, have acquired
valuable skills at US College while waiting for UNEB results.
Taking part-time courses, student can receive these at US College:





Certificate & Letter of Job Performance: Single-subject or
multiple subject certificate or letter of job performance—as
the case may be—is awarded upon successful completion. A
student who wishes to participate in formal graduation
ceremony may be considered on space-available basis.
Academic transcript is not issued.
US College does not enter into arrangements between
student and the Uganda National Examinations Board
(UNEB) for any examination, but student may ask for
advice at KMI Enrolment Office.

Please see Enrolment Office for details about dozens of available
studies in US College. All your questions will be gladly answered by
our friendly staff.

Detailed description of opportunity for studies in US College is
on following pages.
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Certified Desktop-Computer Technician (CCT):
Technical Certificate
Duration: 4 months | 5 hours a weekend to complete.

Mr. B. Kyazze Learning to Repair and Build Computers
Even as you read this, 1,000 computers or more have come into
Uganda today. The owners have paid zero tax, thanks to a policy
designed to expand information technology in the country.
Every business, every school, every government department, every
organization, every individual, sooner than later needs to or is
affected by the use of a computer—in fact computers are everywhere
where electricity is available – and if electricity is not available, solar
energy gets the computer working. Some use laptop computers.
This availability has made the skill of computer repair a long-term
career and opportunity for self-employment. Imagine when a
computer breaks down without warning: Does the owner get peace of
mind or a headache? A headache and a big expense to pay. Who
repairs a broken computer? How much is the owner willing to pay?
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Certified Desktop-Computer Technician teaches hands-on computer
repair, maintenance and setup.
Recommendation: Schools, government departments, institutions and
non-governmental organizations are advised to sponsor students in
this comprehensive course.
Fact: When student finishes course, sponsor saves lots of money on
repair expenses because maintenance and repair can now be done inhouse by employee instead of calling in an outside technician.
REQUIREMENT: Student is required to have a desire of seeing the
inside of a computer or other equipment [or have ―technical ability‖].
The desire may be either through formal training or enthusiasm at use
of any equipment. Technical ability includes a person who can read a
label, page or instructions and not be scared to follow what is
advised. This is the student who would not give up after five times of
trying different ways to repair, for instance, a watch or a radio.
Studies are in evening or weekend so student can keep current job
while learning better knowledge for chance to make more money.
Number of classes: 21 Class Size: 20 students.
Subjects Required for the Certified Computer Technician Course

REF NO.
98011
98012
98013
98015
10017
10019
10021
10037
10038
98039
10040
10041
10042
10043
10044
10045
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SUBJECT TITLE

USH 11 Computers – Introduction
USP 12 Operating Systems – Introduction
USP 13 The Boot Process
USP 15 Windows 7/XP, 2000, 9x – Installation
USP 17 Windows Networking – Introduction
USP 19 Managing and Troubleshooting Windows
USP 21 Troubleshooting the Boot Process
USH 37 Electricity Power Supply
USH 38 The Mother Board and Installation
USH 39 Managing Memory | Supporting Drives
USH 40 Hard Drives, USBs and I/O Devices
USH 41 Installing Hardware Components
USH 42 Installing Input-Output Devices
USP 43 Error Messages
USH 44 Computers on the Network
USH 45 Printers

HOURS
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
2.00
4.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
4.00
1.00
5.00
2.00
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10047
10048
10050
10051
98510

USH 47 SCSI
2.00
USH 48 Selecting a Personal Computer
2.00
USH 50 The Professional Computer Technician
2.00
USH 51 Troubleshooting | Maintenance Fundmentls 3.00
KMI 510 Internship – Building a Personal Computer 3.00
Total Hours: 69
Electives: None applicable to this course.
SUBJECT DESCRIPTION
USH 11 Computers – Introduction – Lecture
This class gives an overview how computers work, outlining
hardware and software relationships. Components discussed include
the motherboard, CPU and chip set, cards, and storage devices.
USP 12 Operating Systems – Introduction – Lecture
Students to get an overview about operating systems and how they
manage hardware. Steps involved in booting a computer discussed.
USP 13 The Boot Process – Lecture and lab
Hands-on practice leading to in-depth understanding of the operating
system. Topics include startup BIOS, device drivers, MS-DOS,
legacy software 9x, emergency startup disk and managing floppy
disks and hard drives. Student to learn about directories, FAT and file
partition. Practice involves troubleshooting a failed boot process.
USP 15 Windows 7/XP, 2000, 9x – Installation – Lecture and lab
This class explores the Windows NT/2000/XP/7 architecture. Topics
include new file systems, NTFS, FAT 16 and FAT 32. Student to
practice clean installs and upgrade installs of Windows and also
backups of the system state.
USP 19 Managing and Troubleshooting Windows – Lab
Pre-requisite USP 13 or equivalent.
Class gets into more advanced concepts of the Windows boot process
Discussions include how to use maintenance and troubleshooting
tools to support Windows 2000, XP and newer Windows versions.

Are you ready to learn how to repair that
computer? Let KMI show you how. On weekend.
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USP 21 Troubleshooting the Boot Process – Lab
Student to apply troubleshooting skills and solve a range of issues of
a failing or failed boot caused by either software or hardware or both.
USH 37 Electricity Power Supply – Lecture and lab
This class teaches fundamentals of electricity in general and relates it
to computer use in particular. Topics include how electricity is
measured, how to protect computer against power ―outages‖ and
―surges‖, how to detect and correct power supply problems and how
to select Energy Star efficient computer systems. Discussions include
form factors and computer cases.
USH 38 The Mother Board – Installation – Lecture and lab
Student to learn about types of motherboards, components on the
motherboard, how to install and troubleshoot a motherboard, and
basics of building a computer.
USH 39 Managing Memory | Supporting Drives – Lecture and lab
Student to learn about memory addresses and their use, virtual
memory, how to optimize the capacity of different operating systems
to manage memory.
USH 40 Hard Drives, USBs and I/O Devices – Lecture and lab
Topics include how to maintain hard drives and other input/output
devices to secure data in top condition. Scheduling regular virus
checks, defrags, disk cleanups and backups discussed. Student to
learn about disk caching, disk compression, and other issues.
USH 41 Installing Hardware Components – Lab
Through hands-on exercises, student learns to install a variety of
hardware components and configure them to work properly.
Components may include hard drives, floppy drives, CD-ROMS,
DVD-ROMS, cards.
USH 42 Installing Input-Output Devices – Lecture and lab
Student learns basic principles of installing peripherals on a
computer. Through hands-on practice, student selects expansion slots
to add on devices, selects appropriate serial, parallel, IEEE 1394 or
USB ports and makes a successful install. Devices include keyboards,
mice and monitors with appropriate drivers where applicable.
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USP 43 Error Messages – Lecture and lab
In this class, student learns about error messages, some beeped, some
displayed on monitor, that may help in diagnosing computer
problems. Topics include categories of error messages including
those that may come inscribed on motherboard or in computer
documentation, and how to research error messages on Internet.
USH 44 Computers on the Network – Lecture and lab
This class gives an overview of the physical network architecture
including configurations of Ethernet, Wireless LANs and NICs.
While this is not a networking class, fundamentals of installing a
computer on the network and using resources of files, folders,
network drive maps and applications are summarized.
USH 45 Printers – Lecture and lab
Topics focus on installing and supporting printers using Windows,
and where possible a summary on using other operating systems
including Mac and Linux. Student to learn installing and sharing a
printer, troubleshooting a printer using Windows.
USH 47 SCSI – Lecture and lab
Student to learn about basics of SCSI technology and components.
Comparisons between IDE, latest hard drive technology and SCSI
hard drives discussed. Installing a SCSI drive and troubleshooting a
SCSI drive may be practiced.
USH 48 Selecting a Personal Computer – Lecture
This class examines the current market of personal computers,
considers financial decisions and recommends advice on how to get
the best buy for student‘s money. Knowledge acquired is applicable
to business.
USH 50 Troubleshooting | Maintn Fundamentals – Lecture-lab
USH 50 summarizes the knowledge base and skills learned in the past
months. Students prepare themselves for the professionalperformance world by gathering troubleshooting tools, information,
having a preventive maintenance plan, planning for replacing of
outdated equipment, having fire extinguishers in case equipment
catches fire and being aware of basic ―rules to live by‖ of a Computer
Tech.
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USH 51 The Professional Computer Tech – Lecture and Role
In this class, student wraps up the technical knowledge learned in the
past 4 months and applies it to common sense solutions in the
workplace or marketplace of a personal business. Topics include:
Understanding what customers want, Providing good service, Phone
support, When you can‘t solve the problem, Recordkeeping and
information tools, Being prepared with computer tools, Professional
organizations and certifications, Understanding software copyrights.
And being the Computer Technician with Confidence!
Good Luck!
510 Internship – Building a Personal Computer – Lab
This is the final class of the Certified Computer Technician course.
Student is required to either: (a) build a working personal computer
from scratch OR (b) repair a non-working personal computer. Either
task requires the computer to be successfully working.

Computer Help-Desk Technician Assistant:
Technical Certificate
Duration: 2 months | 5 hours a weekend to complete.
Many computers stop suddenly to work due to software problems. An
employee may mistakenly alter a program. A program may
mistakenly be installed in a wrong place. The boss could buy a
program that, although good for other purposes, is not doing the work
for the organization. Technical Certificate Computer Help-Desk
Technician Assistant teaches how to solve all those problems – and
more.
A person unable to take the Computer Certified Technician course or
who wants to explore the software side of a computer before
becoming a full-fledged Certified Computer Technician would be
making the right decision by taking this course. Computer Help-Desk
Tech Assistant takes half the time of the Certified Computer
Technician course. It is hands-on, concentrating on teaching how to
identify and solve software problems. The knowledge can help
school, company, government agency or individual repair and
maintain computer equipment and increase productivity.
Technical Certificate Computer Help-Desk is very well-suited for
schools, government departments, institutions and non-governmental
organizations that can sponsor employees in this short course. The
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sponsored person will return to the organization with valuable
education that will save lots of money on repair expenses—and the
result can show within a few weeks of taking the course!
REQUIREMENT: Student is required to have an understanding of
computers, either through formal training or use [or have technical
ability]. The computer knowledge may be either through formal
training or self-teaching. Technical ability is a loose term used here to
include a person who can fix or put together things, for instance
repair a radio, watch, car, bicycle, cell phone or who seems not
scared to unscrew bolts from a machine and see what is inside.
Course is taught in evening or weekend – at very convenient hours –
to offer opportunity for student to keep current job while learning.
Number of classes: 10 Class Size: 20 students.
Subjects Required for the Computer Help-Desk Course

REF NO.

SUBJECT TITLE

HOURS

USH 11 Computers – Introduction
5.00
USP 12 Operating Systems – Introduction
5.00
USP 13 The Boot Process
5.00
USH 14 Software and Hardware Relationship
3.00
USP 15 Windows 7, XP, 2000, 9x – Installation
4.00
USP 17 Windows Networking – Introduction
4.00
USP 18 Windows on the Internet
4.00
USP 19 Managing and Troubleshooting Windows
4.00
USP 21 Troubleshooting the Boot Process
4.00
USH 39 Managing Memory | Supporting Drives
2.00
USH 43 Error Messages
1.00
USH 50 The Professional Computer Technician
1.00
KMI 510 Internship – Trbleshting Software Problms 2.00
Total Hours: 44 plus 4 Hours Research Project
Electives: None applicable to this course.
98011
98012
98013
10014
98015
10017
10018
10019
10021
98039
10043
10050
98510

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION
USH 11 Computers – Introduction – Lecture
This class gives an overview how computers work, outlining
hardware and software relationships. Components discussed include
the motherboard, CPU and chip set, cards, and storage devices.
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USP 12 Operating Systems – Introduction – Lecture
Students to get an overview about operating systems and how they
manage hardware. Steps involved in booting a computer discussed.
USP 13 The Boot Process – Lecture and lab
Hands-on practice in-depth about the operating system. Topics
include startup BIOS, device drivers, MS-DOS, legacy software 9x,
emergency startup disk and managing floppy disks and hard drives.
Student to learn about directories, FAT and file partition. Practice
involves troubleshooting a Failed Boot.
USH 14 Software and Hardware Relationship – Lecture
This class clarifies hardware components of a computer to show how
an operating system relates to hardware and software. Student to
learn about system resources necessary for hardware and software to
work together.
USP 15 Windows 7/XP, 2000, 9x – Installation – Lecture and lab
This class explores the Windows NT/2000/XP/7 architecture. Topics
include NTFS, FAT 16 and FAT 32. Student to practice clean installs
and upgrade installs and also backups of the computer system.
USP 17 Windows Networking – Lecture and lab
This class teaches about different types of physical network types,
know as architecture. Student to learn about how networking works
with Windows, to include sharing resources. The lab session teaches
configuring a network card and network protocol as well as
troubleshooting tools and tips for network connections.
USP 18 Windows on The Internet – Lecture and lab
Student to learn about TCP/IP and other suites of protocols. Topics
include how to connect to the Internet using different methods for
instance: dial-up, DSL, cable modems, wired and wireless
connections. Issues of supporting common Internet clients such as
Web browsers, email clients, and file transfer software discussed.
USP 19 Managing and Troubleshooting Windows – Lab
Class gets into more advanced concepts of Windows boot process.
Discussions to include how to use maintenance and troubleshooting
tools to support Windows 2000, XP and newer versions.
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USP 21 Troubleshooting the Boot Process – Lab
Student to apply troubleshooting skills and solve a range of issues of
a failing or failed boot caused by either software or hardware or both.
USH 39 Managing Memory | Supporting Drives – Lecture and lab
Student to learn about memory addresses and their use, virtual
memory, how to optimize the capacity of different operating systems
to manage memory.
USH 43 Error Messages – Lecture and lab
In this class, student learns about error messages, some beeped, some
displayed on monitor, that may help in diagnosing computer
problems. Topics include categories of error messages including
those that may come inscribed on motherboard or in computer
documentation, and how to research error messages on Internet.
USH 51 The Professional Computer Technician – Lecture and role
In this class, student wraps up the technical knowledge learned in the
past 2 months and applies it to common sense solutions in the
workplace or marketplace of a personal business. Topics include:
Understanding what customers want, Providing good service, Phone
support, When you can‘t solve the problem, Recordkeeping and
information tools, Being prepared with computer tools, Professional
organizations and certifications, Understanding software copyrights.
And being the Computer Technician with Confidence!
KMI 510 Internship – Troubleshooting Software Problems – Lab
This is the final class of the Technical Help-Desk Computer Assistant
course. Student is required to either: [a] install an operating system
or operating systems and various software on a personal computer
with a ―clean‖ hard drive OR [b] troubleshooting a personal computer
or computers with a variety of software-related problems and make
operational OR [c] do both (a) and (b).

We are glad to answer your questions:
>>By Phone 0772-414752 >>By e-Mail go back to main
page of this Website, click Contact Us
>>By Post KMI Student Development Dept.
P.O. Box 951 Entebbe, UGANDA
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SAFE SCHOOLS UGANDA™
School Safety Assistant:
Public Safety Certificate
Duration: 2 months | 5 hours a weekend to complete
The School Safety Assistant specialized training recognizes that
every campus—school, religious organization, training center,
cultural center—needs a well-trained and competent security person.
He or she works as the eyes and ears of the campus community as
provider of critical safety. To be effective on campus, it is not enough
to have [although appreciated] just security background – the safety
of students requires specialized training. Welcome to the School
Safety basic academy.
The graduate of this School Safety Assistant academy shall have
knowledge and skills exclusive for ―policing‖ a campus. Training is
under the Safe Schools Uganda™ , KMI‘s exclusive education brand.
The School Safety Assistant training is an intensive public safety
academy. In 11 safety-intensive classes, participant learns:

Providing Safety for Students and Staff
Security Report Writing
Distinguishing between Trespassers and Visitors
Legal Responsibilities
Two-Way Radio Use for Emergencies | ―Radio Call‖
Security
Awareness
Classes may
be during
day or night or both day and night, with
schedules announced in advance. Course is offered part-time to
enable participant keep his or her job while gaining better skills.
Learning may involve outdoor training including marching, jogging
and other exercises which will contribute to building student to a
comfortable physical shape. Class work requires some reading,
listening Security
to instruction
and thorough understanding of material
Awareness
presented. Teaching may include Luganda or other local language.
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No prior military or security training required for the Safety Course.
Student may be required to buy: (a) some comfortable clothing which
could include shoes, (b) minimal training supplies.
Schools, religious and community organizations and training centers
are recommended and strongly encouraged to sponsor persons to this
very valuable student-safety course.
Number of classes: 11 Class Size: 20 students.
Subjects Required for the School Safety Assistant Course

REF NO.

SUBJECT TITLE

HOURS

SNC 08 Computers and Keyboarding – Basic
4
USS 11 Physical Training and Conditioning
3
USG 17 Structure and Organization of Schools
2
USG 18 Legal Responsibilities
2
USG 19 Inter Tribal and Cultural Relations
1
USG 20 Student Rights
2
USS 22 Campus Security Awareness
5
USS 23 Security Report Writing – Intro
5
USS 24 Visitors and Trespassers
5
USS 25 Working with Police and Law Enforcement 1
KMI 510 Role Playing
5
Total Hours: 35
Electives: None applicable to this course.
10008
09011
09017
09018
09019
09020
09022
09023
09024
10025
98510

SUBJECT DESCRIPTION
SNC 08 Computers and Keyboarding – Basic – Lecture and lab
This class introduces student to skill of computer keyboarding. The
focus is on ―touch‖ typing and basic word processing, skills for
security personnel to process accurate reports in minimal time.
USS 11 Physical Training and Conditioning – Lab
The purpose of this class is to improve student‘s cardiovascular and
aerobic fitness. Exercises may include [as judged appropriate]
jogging, some push-ups and sit-ups as well as weight lifting training.
USG 17 Structure and Organization of Schools – Lecture
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In USG 17, student learns what authority authorizes establishment of
different types of schools and educational establishments.
Discussions include Uganda education statute(s), act of 2008, as well
as managing student and staff strikes and demonstrations.
USG 18 Legal Responsibilities – Lecture and lab
Can school security personnel arrest, detain or question student? This
class examines legal responsibilities of campus security officer. The
penal code and Constitution are used to discuss: liability for acts
committed against student, authority to detain and search student and
any person on school premises. How to legally maintain security.
USG 19 Inter Tribal and Cultural Relations – Lecture
Student-led discussions about how to interact with one another,
irrespective of tribe or culture. A background look at Uganda‘s tribal
issues. Students participate in roundtable of ideas for a peaceful
society. National and local cultural issues discussed.
USG 20 Student Rights – Lecture and lab
Student to learn about rights accorded to students under the care of a
school, as outlined in the Uganda Constitution and applicable laws.
Topics to include responsibility to recognize potential conflicts
within student community and solutions in line with student rights.
USS 21 Campus Security and Safety– Lecture and lab
This focuses on duties of a campus security assistant. Comprehensive
discussions and activities to include how to identify potential threats,
how to make and implement plan of action, knowing student
environment, working as a team, conducting legal searches and
seizures, handling information responsibly, awareness of liability
issues on campus, deterring trespassers. Managing thugs, threats and
disturbances including thug plots, student demonstrations and strikes.
USS 23 Security Report Writing – Intro – Lecture and Lab
How to write a descriptive and concise incident and daily report is the
major topic in this class. Writing practice. Writing Practice. Writing.
USS 24 Visitors and Trespassers – Lecture and lab
In this class, student to learn strategies and tactics for identifying and
handling trespassers. Treating visitors cordially is examined in-depth.
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USS 25 Working with Police | Local Authority – Field Training
The role of campus security personnel as related to law enforcement
is the main topic of this class. Student to learn ways to start and keep
communication open with police, other government security
agencies, and local authority relevant for school safety.
KMI 510 Role Playing – Field Exercise
This is a graduation class. Student to be put into a scenario of real-life
campus security emergency and is required to successfully deal with
the emergency. Student to come to class prepared for a five-hour
class that may require a lot of standing up except at break time or
lunch. May be held at night or extend from day to night hours.

The courses offered under ―Safe Schools Ugandasm‖ are not open
to foreign students.

US College
CLASS TIME SCHEDULE
Evening Session ~ Tentative
Each lesson is 55 minutes | Break is 15 minutes
1st Lesson
6:55 p.m. – 7:50 p.m.
2nd Lesson
7:55 p.m. – 8:50 p.m.
OFFICE CLOSED AT 8:55 P.M.
Saturday School
Each lesson is 55 minutes | Break is 15 minutes
1st Lesson
7:30 a.m. – 8:25 a.m.
2nd Lesson
8:30 a.m. – 9:25 a.m.
BREAK
9:25 a.m. – 9:40 a.m.
3rd Lesson
9:40 a.m. – 10:35 a.m.
4th Lesson
10:40 a.m. – 11:35 a.m.
5th Lesson
11:40 a.m. – 12:35 a.m.

MAIN OFFICE CLOSED FOR WEEKEND AT 12:40 P.M.
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STAFF and FACULTY
The Teaching Staff
These instructors provide a ratio of 1 teacher for every 20 students

NAME
Abel E. Mutanda
Daisy Namatovu
Vincent Malunda
Robert Mutumba
George D. Ocen
Stella Oroma
Dan A. Matovu
Derrick Bagema
George W. Bbaale
C. Kakeeto-Lwanga

DEPARTMENT
SNamazzi
SNamazzi|LBbaale
LBbaale
LBbaale
LBbaale
LBbaale
LBbaale
US College
US College
US College
The Office Staff

Annet Nalusiba
Peter C. M. Bbaale
George W. Bbaale
Peter Kakooza
C. Kakeeto-Lwanga

Main Office
Student Development
Campus Safety
Building Services
Administration

SUBJECTS
Secretarial
Business
Accountancy
Accountancy
Statistics
Economics
Computers
Computers
Safety
Safety
DUTIES
Clerical
Recruitment
Safety
Custodial
Principal

Substitute staff and faculty list is available in Main Office.

GENERAL INFORMATION
FINANCIAL
Scholarship and Bursaries
Due to the high cost of education in the country and all over the
world, the Institute assists students in need to research into
possibilities of receiving financial assistance from outside sources.
Educational financial aid that may be applied for can include:
Scholarship ~ This is money that a student could apply for typically if
he or she has high academic achievement regardless of need or
economic status. Some scholarships may be awarded by Institute,
others can be researched from outside agencies. The agencies may
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include but are not limited to: foreign embassies, foreign and
Ugandan non-profit organizations, women‘s organizations, veterans
organizations, Buganda Government and other regional governments,
President‘s Office, Madhvani Group, Mehta Group, Church of
Uganda, Catholic Church, Muslim Council, radio and television
stations, country of origin [if foreign student] and many others.
Bursaries ~ This is money that could be awarded for economic need.
Many bursaries may be based on region of origin, religion, gender
and similar criteria.
Grants ~ These may be classified under either scholarship or bursary.
Scholarships, bursaries and grants are normally not required to be repaid.
Loans ~ This is money that a student or parent may borrow to
finance the student‘s education. Sources may include banks, other
financial institutions as well as ―non-traditional‖ lenders. The student
is advised to ask inquisitive questions and read any paperwork very
carefully before signing. Many loans have very high interest rates and
strict terms of repayment which could result in loss of home or land
or valuable property that lender usually requires as guarantee that
loan will be repaid as promised. An honest lending institution or
person will always openly show how much ―profit‖ he or she expects
from the loan, put in writing terms of repayment including day of
month, and require that lender, borrower [and witness]sign the
document.
Applying for a Scholarship, Bursary, Grant or Loan
To apply for an Institute scholarship, a student is required to be
enrolled fulltime for at least one quarter and meet the criteria as
announced about the scholarship on Institute notice [bulletin] board
or as was advertised through any other means. Student is advised to
always check board for important announcements and pay attention
to any documents that may be mailed or given to him or her, to parent
or sponsor. Criteria may require that student perform some work for
the Institute, including office or out-of-office responsibilities.
To apply for educational financial aid outside of Institute, student is
advised to research various sources, pay attention to internet and
media, network with friends and community organizations and
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maintain impressive academic achievement. As soon as an
opportunity avails, student should apply before the final day.
Free Assistance: The Institute Office of Student Development assists
student when applying for financial aid. Assistance includes
recommending KMI student to establishment offering financial help,
offering advice on how to fill in an application, what relevant
documents to attach, how to meet the final date of submitting
application, as well as being reference as requested or required.
Paying for Institute Financial Dues is outlined in Policy1.905
Tuition and Fees.
Policy 1.905
Section (A) Payment: KMI’s tuition and fees are low purposely to
benefit the community. All students shall: (i) pay the tuition and fees
before starting studies OR (ii) no later than 8 school days. To use
arrangement No. (ii) a student must get pre-approval from the
Student Accounts Office. On the 8th day of school, any student owing
money to the Institute shall be excluded from class and asked to leave
campus. Application fees: Are payable before an applicant is given
the Institute Application form. Identification Card fee is due in full:
(a) before ID is issued (b) when student is paying for tuition for first
academic quarter. Institute identification card is required for every
student. Application fees are not refundable. ID fees may be refunded
if ID was not made and received by student.


Payment Time: Fees are required before starting studies.
Student may pay tuition in 3 monthly installments [with
agreement from Office] or for entire term or year.



Payment Method: (a)The preferred [and encouraged]
method of paying tuition is direct into Institute account.
Bank draft, personal cheque, money order also accepted.
Cash payment accepted, but limitedly, for security reasons.



(b) Parents and sponsors who are individuals—not
organization(s)—may pay tuition by non-currency means at
the discretion of Institute. Example: a parent paying by
―barter‖ of Matooke or livestock with fair value.

Please see next page for more on tuition and fees policy.
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Come Learn with Us. You Will be Glad!

Paying for tuition and fees information continued here:
Section (B) Installments: Fees may be accepted – with pre-approval
by Student Accounts – in three installments. Third installment is due
22 schooldays before the academic quarter ends.
Section (C) Refunds: This section of the Tuition and Fees Policy
outlines how and when a refund may be made The Institute depends
on full enrolment of students and timely payment of tuition and fees.
Once a student signs the Institute enrolment form or pays tuition or
fees, it becomes a binding contractual expectation between KMI and
student for studies. However, if a student is unable to continue with
studies, withdrawing from Institute is processed as follows:
(1) No refunds can be made if request is received after 8 days when
studies started, attended by student or not.
(2) If requested before 3rd day after studies started, attended by
student or not, a full refund may be made.
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(3) After 3rd day of studies, attended or not, 70% may be refunded.
(4) After 8th day of school, attended or not, no refund(s) shall be
made. [Student may use the funds for future studies within 7 months].
(5) Identification card fees may be refunded in full if requested and
only if ID was not made and received by student. If ID was made,
even when not picked up by student, no refund. Student may request
to see the ID as proof that it was already made.
Section (D) Return of Institute Property: Any refund will be due only
after student returns all Institute property including ID, diskettes,
CDs, DVDs and other items that were borrowed or issued.
Section (E) Making Refund: Refund can be made after 10 workdays
after student has filled in Form 819 Intent to Withdraw from Institute
or Class and only after confirming that payment was credited to
Institute. Please note that refunds are made in rare and
extraordinary circumstances.
Refund is made to original payee only and in the form it was paid.
For instance, if tuition or fees were paid by sponsor in cash it will be
paid back to sponsor in ―non-crossed‖ cheque [or cash if available] if
sponsor picks refund from Institute Office. If it was by cheque, it will
be refunded by ―crossed‖ check to parent or sponsor accordingly.
Section (F) Returning to Institute: A student who withdraws from
Institute and wants to return has to re-apply [see page 13
―Re-Admission‖].
Tuition & Fees Explained: KMI distinguishes between ―tuition ―and
―fees‖.
Tuition: Is separate from fees. It is paid for costs directly
related to educating the student. Examples include lecturer‘s
salary and staff salary, buying: supplies or printing lessons,
keeping campus safe and clean, electricity, water.
Fees: Is separated from tuition. Fees include, for example,
boarding expenditures, ID, graduation bills, new buildings.
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TUITION AND FEES SCHEDULE1
Application
or ReApplication
Fee

COURSE

Tuition a
month.
EACH
STUDY
QUARTER
IS 3
MONTHS
109,500/-

ID card
fee ~ ID
valid for
3
Calendar
years

Any other
fee–for
instance:
Graduation,
Copy Notes

4,000/-

To be
announced 90
days in
advance
To be
announced 90
days in
advance
To be
announced 90
days in
advance

Diploma
Executive
Secretary

7,500/No refund

Diploma
Accountancy

7,500/No refund

109,500/-

4,000/-

Technical
Certificate
Business
Data
Processing
Specialized
Advanced
Certificate
School Clerk
Certificate
Public
Safety

7,500/No refund

109,500/-

4,000/-

7,500/No refund

109,500/-

4,000/-

To be
announced 90
days in
advance

7,500/No refund

109,500/-

4,000/-

Computer
Technician CCT or Help
Desk Assist.

7,500/No refund

109,500/-

4,000/-

To be
announced 90
days in
advance
To be
announced 90
days in
advance

1

Please see Tuition & Fees Policy 1.905

Please see next page for International Student
Tuition and Fees schedule.
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TUITION AND FEES SCHEDULE1
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
COURSE

Application
or
ReApplication
Fee

Tuition
a month
STUDY
QUARTER
IS 3
MONTHS

Any
course
offered

$59.00
No refund

$257.00

Picture
ID fee ~
ID is
valid for
one
calendar
year
$15.00

Any other fee–
for instance:
Graduation,
Copy Notes

Estimate to be
included in
letter of
admission

1

Please see Tuition & Fees Policy 1.905

SUMMARY OF INSTITUTE POLICIES
AND STUDENT REGULATIONS
Policy 1.898 Campus Safety Policy The SAFETY of our
student is PRIORITY ONE at KMI because we believe that a student
who feels safe shall put their whole attention toward studying. Under
this policy, students, faculty and staff are kept safe by the Campus
Safety Patrol Office. Officers (CSPOs) patrol, escort students when
requested by student or assigned by administration, receive and
investigate all reports of suspicious occurrences on or around campus
and take appropriate action, including detention and arrest of
suspicious persons. Where an arrest is necessary, the arrested student
or person shall be handed to law enforcement without unnecessary
delay as determined by Institute. CSPO also keeps a record of
vehicles, bicycles and other kinds of transportation operated on
campus. Campus includes Institute residential areas and Instituterented locations. Campus Safety cell phone is 0782-018348.
Students are encouraged to keep in contact with the Campus Safety
Patrol Office and to utilize the services whenever appropriate. A
student is entitled to CSPO escort back to living facilities, owned by
Institute or not, or anywhere within Institute area if he or she feels not
secure due to a perceived threat in hers or his surroundings. Being
pro-active is highly encouraged: Every incident, real or perceived,
must be reported by student to CSPO immediately.
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What Are Incidents? Under this Campus Safety Policy, incidents
likely to affect student include: threats, whether made ―jokingly‖,
stalking which is following a student unnecessarily or laying in wait
for a student, pestering or nagging for love or other issue, suspicious
persons and objects and any other conduct or observed object that
student deems potentially dangerous or threatening.
Policy 2.905 Wellness Policy This policy is designed to assist
our student, faculty and staff keep healthy. KMI is a Tobacco FreeAlcohol Free campus. The policy applies to visitors as well. No
smoking allowed anywhere on campus, inside or outside any
structure, and outside within 20 feet of the Institute wall parameter
fence.
(i) Until the Institute builds a Wellness clinic, students will get
emergency and routine medical care at medical facilities nearest or
facilities of their choice. Parents or sponsors shall be contacted
immediately for symptoms of serious illness before the student is
taken to hospital or while en route to medical care. The student shall
not have option to refuse medical evaluation or attention once
the Institute sees it necessary for student’s wellbeing.
(ii) Therefore, every student shall have on file at the Institute Office a
card with an emergency contact name, phone number and physical
address of residency. Card will have relevant student medical data.
(iii) As an emergency management requirement, the Office will, from
time to time, call the emergency number(s) to ensure they are valid.
Section (B) No drinking alcohol anywhere on campus or any events
in which the Institute is officially participating, whether off campus
or on campus. Administration may issue a temporary waiver in
writing to this section, for instance during graduation or other
occasion, but even under that condition restrictions shall be attached
and published for the occasion. Smoking has no waiver.
Section (C) The policy applies to visitors as well. No smoking
allowed anywhere on campus, inside or outside any structure, and
outside within 20 feet of the Institute wall parameter fence.
Policy 869 Behavior Standards
KMI has created an environment of a Peaceful Study Zone. Every
student, therefore, is required to uphold, assist and maintain the
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peaceful environment to ensure that the investment made in education
produces the expected excellent results.
KMI Administration pledges to support our student and to always be
vigilant in keeping our campus safe. Student is requested to match the
support and is given the tools to walk hand in hand with the Institute.
Therefore, responsibility for behavior on campus and at functions in
which Institute participates rests with student herself or himself.
Any words or actions shall be taken seriously and no action
threatening, likely to threaten or perceived to threaten the safety of
others or self shall be considered a joke.
A student while on campus, Institute facilities or functions in which
Institute is participating shall not:
(1) Participate in or encourage acts of a gay lifestyle,
homosexuality, or lesbianism.
(2) Harass a fellow student for sexual relationship or favor, or
because of tribe, culture, religion, national origin, handicap,
sexual orientation or any criteria whatsoever as defined
under KMI‘s Anti-Discrimination Policy 703/1.1a and as
perceived by community standards.
(3) Threaten a fellow student, faculty, member of staff or any
person with bodily harm or injury or cause such harm or
injury. Under this section, any object used by student in a
threatening manner shall be considered harmful even if the
object‘s normal use is not as a weapon.
(4) Tease, make fun of, negatively-gossip about another
student.
(5) Create or enable an environment that causes panic.
(6) Act in a rowdy, disorderly and out-of-control manner likely
to disturb the peace of others. Rowdy, disorderly and out-ofcontrol shall be defined by Administration or CSPO and
also be based on community standards of behavior.
(7) Come to school or to school activity under the influence of
alcohol or drugs or attempt to sell, buy or consume alcohol
or drugs on Institute campus or during Institute activities.
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(8) Possess on his body, vehicle or transportation equipment
any type of weapon. Weapon includes but is not limited to
stone, rock, stick, hammer, gun, ammunition, pepper spray,
chemical spray, sharp or sharpened instrument like panga,
machete, spear, nail, knife, razor blade, and every item that
falls in or would be perceived to fall into weapon category.
On-duty law enforcement and security personnel will have
their weapons and/or separate ammunition stored safely by
CSPO and a “receipt” issued.
(9) Possess a match box, lighter or equipment or implement that
is likely to cause a fire.
(10) Possess chemical agents likely to ignite a fire. Such agents
include petrol, gasoline, diesel, airplane fuel and related
chemicals. (b) Smoke on or in campus facilities.
(11) Bring a dog, animal or bird on campus except service dogs
or service animals that assist disabled person. This section
includes chicken.
(12) Steal, take without permission, deface, mutilate, alter,
change configuration, destroy or break equipment or help in
activity that helps do the same. A student violating this
section shall not only be dismissed from Institute, but will
be required to replace equipment that he or she misused.
Consequences: (a) Under this policy, violation of section (1) (2) (4)
(11) shall result in suspension for 2 to 4 school days for first violation
and dismissal for second violation. Violation of sections (3) (5) (6)
(7) (8) (9) (10) (12) shall result in dismissal without a chance to serve
suspension first. (b) A student dismissed for disciplinary reasons,
may have the dismissal suspended for a noted time period – at the
discretion of the Institute – if he or she agrees to and successfully
completes our Zero Tolerance Program appropriate to prevent
repeat of the risky behavior. The opportunity to attend Zero
Tolerance Program may only be used once, and is not a student right
but offered in anticipation of behavioral improvement.
Duty to Report: Under this policy, every student is required to be proactive and immediately report to Main Office or CSPO any actions
likely to or perceived as likely to disrupt campus safety, security and
peace. Report can be made to: (i) Campus Safety Patrol Officer
[CSPO] in person or call 0782-018348 CSPO 24 hours a day, 7 days
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a week. (ii) Main Office in person or call 0772-414752 during office
hours (iii) Police officer, police post or LC nearest to student.
Student must always think through an issue, take safe action, and use
the most near and most effective contact likely to produce fast and
effective safety and security.
Policy 3.905(1) is for the Timetable. KMI follows the quarter
system of studies. Every quarter is approximately 12 weeks. Holidays
are approximately 5 weekdays every quarter, except Christmas
holiday which is approximately 10 weekdays. A quarterly class
schedule [timetable] shall be published within 7 workdays of the start
of a new academic quarter in the Office or on the main notice board.
Copy may be issued to student whenever appropriate. This timetable
shows classes and their time and instructors. Lesson Benchmark: A
lesson is based on the Lesson Benchmark procedure: Every lesson is
55 minutes or more. Prep may be scheduled on timetable and offered
at the beginning or conclusion of the day in classroom and may be for
55 minutes or less. During prep, student finishes homework, asks
teacher questions and gets clarification on course issues, therefore
attendance roll call may be taken and grade issued accordingly. This
prep is different from subject Prep 101.
Policy 4.603 Grade Point Average (GPA) states that to graduate
a student must have at least a grade average of ―C‖ or better in the
core subjects [2.50 GPA] and a grade ―C-‖ [2.00 GPA] average or
better in other subjects of the course. Tests and quizzes are
administered to ensure students learn the material. Students receive
advance notice of at least 10 school days before test. Tests may be
more than 3 hours.
To earn a grade ―A‖ a student must perform in a superior and
exceptional way. To help students aim for academic excellence,
student is advised to review the table of grades and points on next
page.

I learned advanced tricks about using the
computer, thanks to KMI. And I paid little
fees too…!
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TABLE OF GRADES
GRADE

MARKS

GRADE POINT
AVERAGE | GPA
A
95-100
4.00 Exceptional
A90-94
3.75 Superior
B+
85-89
3.50 Above Good
B
80-84
3.25 Good
B83-78
3.00 Good
C+
74-77
2.75 Above Average
C
73-69
2.50 Average
C60-68
2.00 Pass | Minimum
D
53-59
1.00 Below Average
F
Below 53
0.00 Fail | No Credit
I
Incomplete
Becomes F after 1 quarter
P|F
Pass or Fail
Used on Subject Challenge
P=60-68
only. No GPA
TC
Transfer
Subject passed at another
Credit
institution. No GPA
CE
Credit
Based on Work Experience
without taking class. No
GPA
CR
Credit
Pass. Used for Internship
NC
No Credit
Fail. Used for Internship
PQ
Probation
On probation for Quarter
Exceptional Scholarship
To encourage excellence, during the course of studies a student who
achieves above others will be classified as follows:
Grade of A, 95-100 points, in all subjects for a term ~
GOVERNOR’S HONOR ROLL.
Grade A-, 90-94 marks, in all subjects for a term ~
PRESIDENT’S HONOR ROLL
Student who achieves Governors‘s or President‘s Honor Roll status
will have name published in Institute newsletter, put on notice
board(s) on campus, and other ceremonies and incentives may be
offered.
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Policy 3.905(2) establishes guidelines for Examination
Schedule. Within 15 calendar days of a new quarter, an
examination schedule shall be made known to student through
posting on the notice board(s) of the Office, classrooms (whenever
possible) or announcing in classroom. The information shall include
examinations, quizzes and tests dates, when the quarter ends and
when the next one begins, tuition/fees due dates and any processes
that may affect a student, for instance recommended books, materials
and supplies, if any.
Testing Policy 1.107. Kisulo Mukasa Institute students
are expected to be honest and are held to a high standard of moral
character and integrity. The testing policy is designed to prevent
cheating on tests and examinations before the cheating occurs. The
student shall not engage in:
FORGERY which for purposes of this policy is the
fraudulent making or altering of a document intended to
measure the depth of knowledge of the student.
PLAGIARISM or ALTERATION which this policy defines
as intentional use of another person‘s ideas, words or work
and claiming them as the student‘s own.
CHEATING which this policy defines as using any
prohibited means to pass an examination. Prohibited means
include, but are not limited to, referring to notes whether
secretly or openly during testing when not allowed, sharing
answers with another student during the examination when
not allowed, looking over and copying another unsuspecting
or student who is aware of the action in the test or stealing
glimpses of another student‘s answers during testing.
ANY OTHER DISHONEST CONDUCT including having
someone else take test, quiz or examination or write testrelated material on behalf of student, stealing or buying test
questions and related malpractices.
Results Notification Policy 2.107. This policy sets regulations to
follow for promptly issuing grade reports, including quizzes, tests and
final examinations.
(a) A quarterly report shall be available for the parent-sponsor
within 4 workdays of finishing a quarter. Report may be
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given to student to deliver to parent-sponsor. In addition, the
results may be published on the bulletin (notice) board. If
published on the board, care shall be taken to use special
codes, for instance partial ID number, and not show student
name. (i) Any challenges to the grade may only be by
student not parent or sponsor and must be made before the
end of the first five school days of the following quarter
after which the results shall become final. (ii) A student‘s
report may show an ―I‖ which means Incomplete because
they did not finish all assignments or at the teacher‘s
discretion they neither earned a passing grade nor a
Fail [―F‖] because of unavoidable circumstances. [―I‖s are
rarely issued.] The student shall have until the end of the
following academic quarter, or the end of the quarter when
the class is offered again, to earn a grade. If a grade is not
earned within that time, the ―I‖ shall become an ―F‖ and
would affect the student‘s Grade Point Average (GPA) for
graduation purposes.
(a) Mid-term reports, as appropriate, will be issued within
5 school days of finishing a test.
(b) Results for quizzes and tests shall be made available to
the student within 3 school days after the test.
(c) All classes a student takes in the quarter – including
those outside of the major, if any – shall be included in
calculating GPA.
Computer Lab Use Policy 2.609. Lab is open for use by fulltime and part-time students and staff ONLY during school hours.
Priority is for student. Staff is requested to vacate a computer
whenever student needs it for practice or homework assignments.
Regulations:
Section A:
(1) If electricity abruptly goes off [“power shedding”]
IMMEDIATELY SWITCH OFF computer. When
electricity returns, please WAIT for 1 minute or longer
before switching computer back on to ensure electricity
will not go off unexpectedly again. This saves computer
from malfunctioning.
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(i) Always sign-in on lab roster before using computer even if it is the
same day or hour and you are returning later after signing in before.
COMPUTERS ARE SHUT OFF 15 MINUTES BEFORE DAY‘S
CLOSING TIME. Student advised to save work continually.
(ii) Student may use lab only with the presence of a lab assistant or
teacher. Computer is for educational purposes only.
(iii) Internet for educational use only. Pornographic material and any
other offensive or legally-prohibited material not permitted. Staff or
lab assistant have authority to switch off computer if obscene,
offensive or non-educational material is being accessed by user.
(iv) Drinks and food not allowed.
(v) Institute is a tobacco | alcohol free campus.
(vi) Computer settings and programs not to be changed, modified or
deleted.
(vii) Computer, printer, scanner, and all equipment not to be moved.
(viii) Computer disks, USB thumb drives, CDs, DVDs and other
media may be available for sale at very reasonable cost, or for
borrowing. Ask lab assistant, lecturer, or Main Office for more
information.
(2) For help with computer tasks inside lab, ask lab assistant,
computer teacher or fellow student.
(ix) Numbers indicating order in which students would use computer
for private study will be issued if students needing use exceed
computers available to ensure every student has an opportunity.
(x) Printing is generally available only to lecturer of subject.
If printing was specifically required by teacher for class lesson, no
charge to student. Before printing ask for assistance from Office.
Section B: Charges for Personal Printing: Printing personal
documents may be allowed and LIMITED after student pays for
every copy at Shs.1000.00 for a black & white page, and 3,000.00 for
a color page. This printing charge must be prepaid at Student
Accounts ONLY. These costs demonstrate that printing is not
cheap! Therefore student is encouraged to save work and only print if
absolutely necessary, and to always select black & white before
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choosing color. Money for printing must be paid to STUDENT
ACCOUNTS only and not inside lab or to other person. A receipt
must be received. Teachers printing personal documents will be
charged Shs.2,000.00 a black & white page, Shs.4,300.00 colored
page and must get approval from Office.
(xi) Closing Time: Computer lab shall be closed 15 minutes before
Main Office closes for day. Know office hours so you can finish.

RECIEVING STUDENT RECORD |
PRINTING PAGES IN COMPUTER LAB
STUDENT
RECORD
OTHER
THAN
TRANSCRIPT
AND
PRINTOUT
Shs.28,000.00 a
record, up to 5
pages or copies

STUDENT
RECORD
NEEDED
“RUSH”
Issued in 1
day

PRINTED
COPY BY
STUDENT IN
COMPUTER
LAB

PRINTED
COPY BY
STAFF

Shs.32,000.00
a record, up to
5 pages or
copies

Shs.1000.00
each black &
white,
Shs.3,000.00
each color
copy

Shs.2,000.00
for black &
white,
Shs.4,300.00
a color copy

Cell phone and Electronics Use Policy 3.012
In this age of electronics, the regulation about cell phones and
electronics aims to facilitate their safe use on Institute campus.
For purposes of this regulation, electronics include cell phones,
iPods, iPads, digital cameras and other related devices. These
guidelines are followed:
(1) Cell phone use should be minimized for health reasons
[including headaches] related to microwave technology as
still being researched by health organizations.
(2) Electronics are not to be used inside class or during study
time on campus except if part of syllabus.
(3) Student shall be responsible for personal electronics ~
Institute does not accept liability for damage or loss.
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(4) Volume level shall always be at minimum for user not to
disrupt other students.
(5) No repairs of student electronics shall be done on campus
except as part of study outlined in syllabus or when
authorized by Institute.
(6) If electronic equipment is used with Institute equipment, for
instance computer, DVD and related, and damage is caused
by student through negligence he or she shall be liable for
repairs or replacement of damaged equipment.
(7) ―Hot-Points‖ to include electrical outlets and clearlydesignated spots for student internet access using laptops
and similar devices, may be accessed as follows: (a) To
charge or recharge electronic devices, only as Institute may
permit. Student may be required to ask for permission
before using electrical outlet. (b) To access internet via
laptop or similar device, student may access clearlydesignated ―hot-points‖ as desired but when appropriate.
(8) Recycling: Batteries, broken parts, non-functional units and
devices shall be disposed of in proper bins to avoid soil
contamination and facilitate a green environment.
Leaving Campus After Arrival Policy 2.010
Kisulo Mukasa Institute is a ―closed campus‖ during times of
studies to provide a quiet learning environment. Study time includes
the hours of 7:30 am to 6:40 pm Monday to Friday and 7:30 am to
1:00 pm on Saturday. Fifteen minutes after the beginning of the first
class of the day, the gate shall be closed and secured to monitor
entrance and exit from the campus. For a student to leave, the lecturer
and Office must be notified and permission, in writing or verbally,
given to the student. At the discretion of the Institute, a parentsponsor may be notified before or after the student leaves campus. A
student is advised to respect conduct and not just walk off campus.
Visitor must go through the Main Office and may be allowed to talk
with student on campus only during break or lunch hour, or when
visiting to discuss urgent business issue or emergency.
Communicating with Parents and Students Policy 4.010
Contacting parents and students is a very important responsibility. It
is done using a variety of methods, including the following examples:
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Face to face, for instance through a representative of the
Institute.
Phone, for instance through calls or text messages.
Electronic mail also known as e-mail and other Internet
ways.
Letter, for instance through post office or hand delivery.
Other means appropriate to make the contact promptly.
Emergency Phone Messages Policy 3.011
Phone use during class time is discouraged—it disrupts studies. The
term ―phone‖ as used here also includes any electronic devices, for
instance iPods, iPads, not specifically used for class work. Students
may not use cell phone during class or inside classrooms to receive or
make calls or send text messages. Student may quietly step outside of
class to answer an emergency call but should not make it a habit by
classifying casual calls ―emergency.‖ Students may receive
emergency messages on the Institute office phone 0772-414752.
Homosexuality Policy 5.010
KMI does not discriminate regarding enrolment of students or
employment of staff and faculty. On the issue of homosexuality or
lesbianism, therefore, the Institute has two cornerstones:
 KMI does not ask a student, employee or contractor about
sexual behavior.


The Institute is firm in a faith-based culture. Students,
employees, and contractors are requested not to deliberately
display behavior or signs or disclose homosexuality or
lesbianism or other sexuality other than that of between a
male and female on campus, campus housing, campussponsored events, or events in which student is present
under Institute umbrella. This understanding does not
prohibit Institute-approved debate on homosexuality or
lesbianism.



Students, employees and contractors are obliged to adhere
to government policy regarding homosexual or lesbian
behavior, and also follow Institute‘s anti-discrimination
policy.
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Vehicle, Motor Cycle and Bicycle Parking Policy 5.603. This
policy outlines that parking on campus of automobiles and any form
of transportation including non-motorized equipment, for instance
bicycles, is a privilege. Parking safety is enforced by Campus Safety
Patrol Office (CSPO). All transportation devices are referred to in
this policy as VMB (Vehicle, Motorcycle, Bicycle and any other type
of manually operated or mechanized transportation). They must be
registered at CSPO. All VMB required to have a license plate by law
must display it at front and back and also provide proof of current
valid insurance. Bicycle serial numbers, when inscribed on bicycle or
issued on sales receipt, must be registered with CSPO as well. By
parking on campus, the owner of the vehicle, motor cycle or bicycle
or any other type of manually operated or mechanized transportation
device takes responsibility for any and all liability arising from the
privilege.
Administration of parking is different for Institute students, staff,
faculty and visitors:
1.

For Staff, Faculty, Students, and Visitors: Effort shall be
taken to provide ample space including specific areas for
disabled persons. This means providing designated and
marked areas, wide enough, for disabled parking.

2.

For Full-time or Part-time Students: A quarterly decal or
card shall be issued, for a fee or for free. If a fee is required,
it shall be announced 90 school days in advance and be
standard until another announcement changes it. (b) Student
must display decal or ticket inside front windshield of vehicle
for CSPO to see, and for motorized cycle or bicycle show it
for inspection upon request by CSPO.

3.

For Other Students: A daily, weekly or monthly card shall
be issued for free or for a fee. If fee is required, it shall be
announced on course pamphlet or flyer and be paid with the
course expenses. Section (b) above is applicable here as well.

4.

For Staff & Faculty: A quarterly [or longer] decal or card
shall be issued for free. Staff and faculty must display the
decal or card inside front windshield of vehicle for CSPO to
see, and for motorized cycle or bicycle show it for inspection
to CSPO upon request.
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5.

For Visitors: A temporary decal shall be issued to be
displayed inside front windshield for CSPO to see, and for
motorized cycle or bicycle show it for inspection to CSPO
when requested. A fee may be charged as appropriate.

6.

Parking on campus is a privilege. Unauthorized vehicles shall
be towed at owner‘s expense and Institute shall not pay
towing charges or reimburse owner.

ACADEMIC STUDENT SERVICES
Student Rights
Student rights are outlined in detail in Institute Administrative
Regulation SBR1007-1.
Every KMI student shall have the right to the education as described
in Institute booklet. Student has right to appeal to the Board of
Trustees as a last resort about decisions made by Institute
administration or any person acting on Institute‘s behalf that affect
her or his studies.
The final decision on all matters of KMI community shall be made by
the Board of Trustees after listening carefully and thoroughly
reviewing the issue, and after hearing from both the student and the
party perceived to be affecting student‘s rights.
The Board‘s decision the final step in this matter.
Student Name and Address Policy 1.010
The name and address on student‘s Application for Enrolment shall
be a permanent record under which all academic documents, for
instance grades, transcripts, diploma and related documents are
issued. If student changes name or address and desires to accordingly
modify records at Institute‘s file, both must be supported with legal
documentation. For instance a female who gets married and takes on
husband‘s name shall provide a marriage certificate or similar
document, and a student who moves from one town or village to
another or changes mailing address and wants documents forwarded
accordingly, shall present appropriate documentation to support the
new address.
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Records Retention and Confidentiality
Student records are protected under Policy 1005. Kisulo Mukasa
Institute shall keep all information collected from student
confidentially and will not disclose it to any organization, person or
government agency without the express permission of student. Where
such disclosure is requested under a legal matter, requesting person,
organization or government agency shall have to issue a legal
subpoena.
1.

All records submitted by student and any record acquired by
Institute as a result of student‘s status become property of
the Institute and therefore cannot be returned to student or
sponsor or any other agency. Information on application
form for enrollment may be saved forever in digital form.
Once a student graduates or withdraws from institute or
leaves institute, she or he cannot request personal records
other than academic data, for instance a transcript.

2.

Student may request once a year before graduation to
inspect all official records, files and related data kept by
Institute under student‘s name. Such records will be
available for review at an agreed time during working
hours, after giving a 7 workday notice to Institute. Student
has a right to request removal from file data he or she deems
inaccurate or include a statement disputing information that
is challenged. Reasonable effort shall be made to assess
student‘s dispute about a record, and final decision to
remove or not remove any data disputed shall be solely
made by Institute based on facts on record.

3.

Student information shall not be disclosed to any other
person or agency unless student authorizes in writing.
EXCEPTION: parent-sponsor of the student may review
records related to grades and attendance only.

4.

Institute staff, Ministry of Education personnel with
―legitimate educational interest‖ may review student‘s
records under the following conditions:
a.
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b.

Job Assistance and Counseling Office staff, when such
information will assist the student‘s goals toward
graduation, gaining employment or achieving related
goals.

c.

Office of Enrolment and Main Office staff when
performing their duties connected to student‘s records
while student is at Institute or after student leaves and
requests records for self or a third party.

d.

Management or supervisory staff, when the information
is directly related to successfully completing duties
assigned by the Board or Governors or Board of
Trustees.

e.

Board of Trustees, if access to records is appropriate,
for instance in student or employee disciplinary actions
related to student.

f.

Ministry of Education, when appropriate
documentation is presented showing absolute need for
the records. The Ministry may be charged a 20% of
current Institute 1 year tuition for access to the records
unless Institute determines that such access is directly
beneficial to student or Institute.

Graduation Records: Shall be saved forever. (i) These
include transcript, academic awards, and any material
related to graduation that can be saved in digital form. Paper
records may be shredded after 10 years because they would
be available digitally and are printable.
(ii) Diploma, certificate, letter of recommendation ~ no
copy is kept at Institute except a record that they were
issued. The original is the only document student shall
receive, therefore student is advised to make copies and
keep original secure. Employer request for recommendation
or reference letter shall be deemed authorized by student.

6.

Any student examination answer papers that were saved, for
any reason, may be shredded within 120 days after student
graduates.
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7.

Other paper records, for instance information on application
form, recommendation from outside sources, may be saved
for 10 years but may not be accessed by student after he or
she leaves Institute.

8.

Records older than five years shall be moved to off-campus
storage. Therefore, time will be needed for retrieval.

9.

A student requesting a record other than a transcript as
outlined in Graduation Policy 1.407, and where Institute
grants such request, shall be charged a processing fee of
38,000/- a record or other higher and appropriate amount.

Student Printout is part of Records Policy 1005
A student printout is Institute record of what the student has studied
so far and may also have classes pending toward graduation. It differs
from the transcript because it may have grades or not, does not carry
registrar‘s stamp or signature and may not be as detailed as transcript.
The printout gives the student a summary of subjects studied to a
point so that they may plan for what is left in their course. It may also
have a record obtained from information that student filled-in on
Application for Enrolment. Student is, therefore, advised to have at
least one printout before graduation, especially if some personal
information could have changed since application was filled in.
Printout is free for first copy and student may get one a quarter.
Requests are required at least 7 workdays in advance.
A student may request a free Printout according to the table below
after one term of study, and also request one free every quarter.

STUDENT PRINTOUT REQUEST
STUDENT
PRINT OUT
General
information
About
academic
progress

WHEN?
After 1
academic
quarter

HOW MANY
FREE?
1 every
academic
quarter.
Parent-Sponsor
charged.

MORE
PRINTOUTS
Shs.2,000.00 each
after getting one
for free

There is no ―Rush‖ printout and no printout is sent by post office.
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To get a printout student is required to provide proof that he or she is
the person, for instance by showing an ID, whenever asked. Any
person or organization on Institute record as payer of tuition for
student may generally request – with satisfactory reason – a printout.
In such a case, requestor shall have to fill out a form, to be filed
among the student’s records.
Parent-Sponsor Printout copy is Shs.4,000.00 every request.

GR ADU AT ION and TRAN SCR IPT
Graduation procedures are outlined in Graduation Policy 1.407.
Following are highlights of the policy:
The Board of Trustees grants powers to the Office of Student
Development and Academic Affairs to award a credential—degree,
diploma, certificate, and related—and issue a transcript to a full-time
or part-time student who is qualified and to make appropriate plans
for a graduation ceremony. Full-time and Part-time are defined in
Institute course booklet [catalog]. The registrar is the head of
department for Student Development & Academic Affairs, and,
therefore, has the authority as granted by the Board of Trustees to
award the credential to a student who has satisfied requirements as
described in the catalog under which student enrolled. Registrar also
has authority to issue academic transcript based on recorded
achievement by student and prescribed policy.
Registrar also is authorized to perform duties of dean of students.
Graduation is separate from Graduation Ceremony. Graduation is the
achievement of a desired credential [degree, diploma, certificate, and
related]. Ceremony is the official celebration organized by the
Institute to recognize the achievement by student. To receive a
credential– degree, diploma, certificate, and related –it is not required
to participate in graduation ceremony.
Student may be allowed, at institute discretion, to change major up
until four months before expected graduation when following these
procedures: (i) Student shall fill in appropriate request form and
submit to Registrar‘s Office and get written confirmation of new
desired major (ii) Student shall ensure that she or he has enough
subjects passed as expected in new major to enable graduation
(iii) Student shall wait for Registrar‘s approval to change major.
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Graduation: A student shall be entitled to graduate upon:
( a ) Satisfying academic requirements and (i) achieving a grade
―C‖ [2.5 Grade Point Average] or higher for each of the
Core subjects of major course of study or passing the UNEB
as student graduation requirements state (ii) having an
overall grade no lower than a C- [2.0 GPA] in all non-Core
subjects required for major or such higher grade as
described in the course booklet of enrollment. Requirements
must be satisfied within a timeframe specified in booklet.
Normally only 1½ extra year could be allowed as an
extension from the official length of a course.
( b ) Paying all school tuition and fees and other financial dues.
( c ) Returning a l l items borrowed or loaned from Institute.
(d) Applying for graduation by submitting an application at
least one quarter before the anticipated month of graduation.
(e) Student shall have an opportunity to state on application for
graduation if she or he desires to participate in graduation
ceremony or not. Participation is not required. If not
participating in ceremony, the earned degree, diploma or
certificate shall still be awarded.
(f) Paying a graduation fee, if assessed. Institute shall publish
90 calendar days in advance such fees on bulletin (notice)
board, or use any of the following: by letter, e-mail, text
message to student or parent-sponsor, or advertise in the
media.
(g) One graduation ceremony shall be held once a year or after
student(s) finish all required subjects. The ceremony shall
be no later than 7 months from the date the academic
requirements were fulfilled.
(h) The preferred procedure for graduation is to have a
ceremony but if student chooses not to participate, he or she
shall receive the earned degree, certificate, diploma and
related within the same time period as student who chooses
to participate in ceremony and upon fulfilling requirements
described in Sections (a) to (f) above.
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(i) Letter of Recommendation: Student may request a letter of
recommendation, transcript or other document to help get a
job or advance a career or for any other reason while
waiting to receive the degree, diploma or certificate in the
time scheduled by Institute.
As stated in this graduation policy, there is no minimum number of
students required to hold a graduation ceremony – even one student
could have a ceremony organized for her or him. Student is advised
to read the full Graduation Policy 1.407.
Graduation Classifications: Student who achieves better grades may
earn the following classification for graduation:


Honors ~ Student has an accumulated Grade Point Average
(GPA) of 3.75 or above. This will be noted on credential as
Academic Distinction. or Honors



Honors is the only higher classification for graduation
purposes.

Petition for Exceptions: A student who feels that she or he has
circumstances that may merit waiver of graduation requirements,
justify substitutions or exceptions to graduation requirements may
file a petition with Registrar‘s Office.
The Graduation policy also outlines the following processes and
procedures:
Number of Graduations: One graduation is scheduled a year. This
may combine current and past graduates.
How to Dress: A uniform gown and cap may be required for all
students graduating. One color or several colors may be used.
Students graduating with honors may have distinguishing features on
the graduation uniform or an entirely different attire or color.
Graduating students may wear non-political, non-controversial,
decent messages on the graduation uniform. If Institute considers any
writing on graduate‘s dressing indecent, student shall be required to
remove such message. No other signage, hand-held or otherwise
shall be permitted for public display by student or guests during
graduation ceremony.
Practice: Every participating student shall be required to attend
practice for the ceremony, day(s) or hour(s) before the occasion.
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Absence from the practice shall be considered a choice by student to
be excluded from the graduation ceremony.
Student Speaker: In addition to the official Institute speaker(s), a
student or students may be permitted to speak on behalf of fellow
graduating class. Such student may be selected by Institute or by
students, and selection may be based on academic achievement,
discipline or any other criteria as accepted by Institute. Student
Speaker may use the opportunity to speak about general experience
of student population, him or herself and other such generally
accepted topics. The topics of speech shall be reviewed by Institute
prior to speech, but no such review or approval shall be necessary on
word-per-word or delivery method. Part of speech may be taped or
digitized, but the biggest part shall be delivered, unless extreme
circumstances prevail, ―live‖ by the student representative.
Prayer: Prayer shall be said before, at the start or at the end of
ceremony. This prayer may be in words or music, denominational or
non-denominational. A graduating student may choose not to
participate in the prayer but shall be required to stay in her or his seat
until praying is completed.
Guests: Guests are welcome to celebrate the success of our students.
Financial consideration, however, compel Institute to set a number
for guests at graduation ceremony. Every graduating student may
invite 3 guests, including parents-sponsors, family and friends.
Additional guests may be charged a fee which would be announced
90 days before scheduled graduation ceremony. Graduating student
shall note number of guests expected, on her or his application for
graduation to ensure that Institute makes proper arrangements.
Pictures: Graduating students and guests may take pictures of the
ceremony to include video, 35mm film, digital and other media. If
student guests include newsperson, Institute must be informed 4 days
before graduation ceremony. Institute may request copies of all
pictures taken of the ceremony, take own pictures and use them for
educational purposes as deemed necessary.
Transcript
The registrar is also authorized by the Board of Trustees to issue a
transcript to full-time and part-time student as defined in Institute
administrative regulations. Transcript shows academic achievement
on record in student‘s paper file or electronic file by subject, grade,
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grade point average (GPA), term of study and may also state whether
student is classified as honors graduate or other classification. Every
transcript is signed and stamped by the registrar.
Two types of transcripts are issued:
(1) Official ~ always sealed in an envelope with a stamp at the
sealing point stating that ―NOT TO BE OPENED BY STUDENT‖.
Official transcript is recommended if student needs to prove to
potential employer or other institution what they studied and learned
at Kisulo Mukasa Institute.
(2) Unofficial ~ issued without sealing envelop. The student may
open the envelope.
A student may request a transcript after one term of study. The first
transcript is free. Please see detailed table below:

STUDENT TRANSCRIPT REQUEST
TRANSCRIPT
TYPE
Official or
Unofficial

FIRST
COPY
Free

MORE
COPIES
Shs.25,000.00
each

“RUSH” COPY
Issued in 1 day
Shs.32,000.00

A transcript is issued within 10 workdays. A ―Rush‖ transcript is
issued within 1 workday. If a ―Rush‖ transcript has to be mailed, it
will be taken to the post office that same day.
To get a transcript student is required to fill in and sign a request
form stating copies requested. The form is required even if the
transcript would be mailed to another person or organization. Only
a student can request a transcript.
Letter of Recommendation
Due to the number of students graduating at a given term, a letter of
recommendation is not automatically issued for each student. A
student desiring a Graduation Letter of Recommendation must
request one 30 days before graduation. Letter may be post-dated.


A general letter of recommendation [not issued for
graduation] may be requested during the course of studies
for, as an example, to apply for financial assistance from
outside sources or apply for a job in advance. Students may
contact Main Office whenever they have such a need and
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requests are reviewed on as-received basis. Normally, allow
7 workdays to process the request. No charge.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND CAMPUS SERVICES
Power Outage
We thought we should touch on this subject first because it affects
student campus life. It is no secret that many communities go through
―power shedding‖ at one time or another every week or later. KMI
community is no exception. That is why we have established a good
working relationship with the electricity authority at Entebbe by
paying the bills on time and requesting them to give us advance
schedules of when our area is likely to have power outage. So, we
plan ahead—working with the electricity company—and reschedule
missed class time or likely-to-be-missed class time in anticipation of
a blackout. Time is money! Power outages are included in our
Computer Lab Use Policy 2.609.
Now, on to student activities and services. Students enjoy the
following services and activities, some being re-developed with
improvements, and to be available shortly.
Identification Card [ID]
As part of our campus safety plan, a student who is classified as fulltime or part-time MUST get an identification card. ID fee must be
collected at same time Institute tuition and/or fees is paid. ID must be
shown to CSPO when requested on campus or campus-related
occasion; shown to Institute staff requesting it on behalf of Institute
as appropriate. Card is signed by the principal or designee.
Campus Language
Uganda is a multi-ethnic country and, increasingly, a multi-racial
nation as many foreign-born nationals re-discover ―The Pearl of
Africa‖ and choose to stay.
Kisulo Mukasa Institute is located in Wakiso District, Buganda
Kingdom, the heart of Uganda with a rich history of leadership and a
track record of welcoming and making visitors comfortable. In
Buganda, Luganda is the language used by natives and it happens to
be a language that is understood almost in every part of Uganda. At
the same time, in Buganda it would be a rare occasion to find a
person who does not understand some spoken English.
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At KMI campus we don‘t require any language to be used because
we understand that communication is what a person understands or a
group of persons understand at any given moment.
Having said that, classroom, lab and any other teaching involving
students will be in English or language that all students in a given
setting have preferred and made their choice known to the lecturer
and evaluated by lecturer as the best language to use at that time.
All grades shall be printed in English, and translated in Luganda upon
request. All announcements and speeches to parents-sponsors and
public regarding courses of instruction and Institute business shall be
made in English and Luganda or any other Ugandan language
understood by the community being addressed. Instruction of
language subjects, for instance French, Spanish, Luganda,
Runyankore-Rukiga, Luo, shall be in those languages respectively.
Students: Students are encouraged to communicate with one another
in a language that is common at a given setting. For instance if
students were communicating in Luganda and a person – student or
not – who does not understand Luganda but understands English
joins the group, students are encouraged to use the rule of politeness
and switch to English and vice versa.
Uniform
No uniform is required at Institute. Students are encouraged to set
and follow a goal for decency as recognized by community standards,
and observe the following as a dress code for study hours:
1.

Dress decently in respect of community standards.

2.

Clothing must not have words that are political or insulting
or that could be misinterpreted, as perceived by
community.

3.

Hats, caps or head dress | gear may be worn only outside of
class, unless it is religious attire. Females are allowed head
dress as feminine attire.

4.

Female ~ Shirts or blouses and shorts not too tight, shorts at
least knee length, no barely-there shorts, no holes in jeans or
any attire, pants not skin-tight, no midribs, no back-showing
clothing, or see-through or showing bare waist or
underpants, no cross-dressing or ―drag‖. Shoes must be
worn [not bare feet or bathroom sandals].
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5.

Hair: Looked after to maintain a feminine look.

6.

Male ~ Pants not too tight, pants not hanging below waist,
no holes in jeans or any attire, not showing underwear or
pajamas, shorts at least knee length, no muscle shirts, no
bare chests, no cross-dressing or ―drag‖. Shoes must be
worn [not bare feet or sandals].

7.

Hair: Looked after to maintain a male look. Discouraged:
dreadlocks or ―Rasta‖ look, corn rails and shoulder-length
female-type hair are discouraged.

Decency must govern student‘s decision in choice of clothing.
Responsibility: The goal of dressing decently is to have student dress
as he or she would if mom or dad were watching, and carry that
respect and pride through their life. Any student with questions or
concerns is encouraged to come to Main Office for a discussion.
Violation: Student ignoring above dress code may be in violation and
could, at Institute judgment and discretion, be asked to change into
decent clothing, decent look and appearance. Time spent away from
class for that process is responsibility of student and could be marked
as an absence or missed time for academic grading purposes.
Sports
Sports is a very integral part of KMI student experience. Students
will participate in games and recreational activities of their choice on
campus or off-campus under Administration supervision.
Organized competitive and non-competitive sports activities
including soccer, netball, basketball, table tennis, tennis, American
football, rugby, track & field, long distance running, jogging, gym,
yoga, tai chi, Tai Kwando, wrestling, Ekigwo eKiganda and other
health enhancing activities that may come through creativity and
innovation are all to be encouraged and planned for students.
Very Important Student Committee (VIS)
Students have a right and are encouraged to form a committee for
enhancing communication at KMI campus. The committee‘s name is
Very Important Student. VIS leaders shall be democratically elected
by students themselves or democratically appointed with a vote by
Institute administration.
Among responsibilities of VIS are those outlined on the next page:
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Advise Administration of ways to improve student life at KMI.



Encourage and design forum for free speech following
community standards. Political topics shall be discouraged.



Form drama, music, sports and recreational groups to make
campus life more rewarding.



Form study groups to enhance helping one another to learn more.



Design methods to have a collective voice to address students‘
non-political issues and concerns with Institute administration.

Mail and Letter Delivey
To receive letters, packages and related deliveries, the student has to
follow this procedure for timely delivery:
Example: How envelope may look for student in L Bbaale Dept.
Stamp

Peter Mpoza
Dept LB
Kisulo Mukasa Institute
P.O. Box 951

ENTEBBE, Uganda
The student may also receive mail on behalf of close family members
or sponsors by adding c/o [which means ―In Care of‖] before name of
student who will receive letter. In example as previously, if letter was
to be received on behalf of Ms. Rose Mukiibi, it would be addressed:
Rose Mukiibi
c/o Peter Mpoza
and the rest of the details as laid out in example on
previous page.
Books and Library
A student may use Institute library. Whenever available, students
may borrow textbooks and other study material from the Institute
with the understanding that photocopying a whole book without the
publisher‘s permission is prohibited under international copyright
laws. Information on recommended textbooks for classroom and
homework use may also be provided to students following
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Policy 3.905(2) Examination Schedule as part of the books and
library service.
Bookstore
Books, printed notes, reference material, storage media like DVs,
CDs, diskettes, USB thumb drives, computers, school-emblem items
[for instance caps, shirts, pens, pencils], cell phone airtime,
newspapers and magazine and related items are sold at the Bookstore.
Other items include graduation tickets, graduation attire, and special
events tickets. Student is encouraged to suggest items of interest to be
stocked at Bookstore and may special-order items, [paid for in
advance] for future delivery thereby saving time for studying.
The Bookstore is leased to Very Important Student Committee [VIS]
or a private vendor. If private vendor , it shall be through competitive
bidding. Selection of a vendor to be in charge of the Bookstore shall
not be solely based on financial consideration. Student welfare,
management practices and ethical history are strong points in the
process of awarding the Bookstore contract. Private vendor is
monitored daily by Institute administration with audits done biweekly.
Where VIS manages Bookstore it is intended as a learning
experience. Audits shall be done daily for financial accuracy, and
review of business practices shall be done monthly. Members of VIS
managing the Student Bookstore may earn a course grade.
Services for Disabled
The Institute welcomes disabled persons. We request that when
submitting an application, applicant in need requests accommodation
for disabled and specify the handicap. Institute architectural plan for
future campus includes specific design to enable disabled persons the
same access to all facilities as students without handicap.
Newsletter
The Institute publishes a newsletter mailed or electronically sent
monthly to parents, various organizations and individuals. The
newsletter may be put together by both students and staff.
updates the community mostly about events giving
progress to KMI students, gives summaries about technological
occurences, and notes progress in the community and nation.
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the newsletter, please give your name,

address, phone number (and e-mail if any) to the Main Office so your
name will be on the mailing list.
Pictures and Voices
From time to time, as Institute sees need, Institute may take pictures
of students on campus or at events in which Institute is participating.
―Pictures‖ here refers to video, 35mm film, digital, drawings, voices
and related. Such pictures and sound may be used educationally in
Institute advertising, course catalogs and booklets, banners,
billboards, brochures, pamphlets and related media. There is no
compensation, financial or otherwise to student in this regard, unless
promised in writing by Institute. A student who objects to his or her
picture or voice being taken or utilized by Institute may contact Main
Office, within the first 7 school days of starting studies at Institute, to
discuss this educational issue.
Rewards and Recognition
A program that recognizes and rewards service to community is part
of Institute life. This program is not based on academic performance
but on a passion for helping others [ especially fellow students]
including members of the immediate community as well. The award
will be earned by a student who does one of the following:


Exceptional and exemplary service to fellow students.
faculty or staff or within Institute community.



Charity or kindness for others at Institute or in local
community.



Physical, mental or psychological acts beneficial to local
community including Institute members.



Exceptional and persistent assistance to fellow students
struggling with academics or general issues of life.



Other outstanding act prompting fellow student or faculty or
staff or member of local community to notice student for
appreciation.

The Rewards & Recognition program may include cash, tuition or
fees reduction, material and other appropriate award. More than one
student may qualify for the award. Decision under this program is
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made by the Principal working cooperatively with a committee of
designated faculty, staff and students.
Job Placement Services
The primary responsibility to get a job rests with the student. Student
is encouraged and strongly advised to actively seek employment by
contacting potential employers while still studying and not wait for
last moment toward graduation. Additionally, student is advised to
consider employment out of city and town. Rural areas and outside of
Uganda may be good considerations for job strategies.
The Student Development Services office actively monitors potential
employers for jobs and will guide students about possible job
opportunities. Office actively stays in contact with employers for
employment opportunities, keeps up-to-date records of possible job
openings and communicates this information to students at Institute.
Such information is also used in fine-tuning curriculum to ensure our
graduates learn skills that employers demand.

ADVANTAGE OF KMI EDUCATION
KMI education exceeds the curriculum of UNEB – our
students learn more than what the UNEB syllabus
requires because we recognize through experience that
not all employers require the same performance
standards. KMI diploma or certificate, therefore, is a
endorsement that the qualification was earned through
comprehensive and competitive mastery of modern
knowledge and skills.
In addition, all graduates have to sit for KEE [Kisulo
Mukasa Efficiency Exam] that demonstrates jobperformance knowledge and skills at international
standards. KEE examinations are reviewed, approved
and governed by an independent team that is not
influenced by teachers of subjects being examined.
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Ms. R. Nabalende (center) Congratulated for
Achievement on Student Appreciation Day
Alumni Association
This is the Old Boys & Old Girls [OBs & OGs] club. Former students
of Kisulo Mukasa Institute meet to remember old times, enjoy new
times, compare progress and challenges and to find ways to assist
their old institute to prosper. Fundraising activities are a major duty
of the Alumni Association [See Fundraising on next page ]. The
Association exists with the support of KMI administration.
Fundraising
Kisulo Mukasa Institute welcomes gifts, financial and others, from
any person, organization or government. Funds are used exclusively
for student benefit. A registered charitable foundation is – at the time
this booklet goes to press – being set up to manage contributions. An
internet PayPal account is already set up to accept cash gifts at
www.kmieducation.org. Requests made for contributions
will include students who graduate or learn from Institute [OBs &
OGs or alumni]. Contributions are accepted as having no pre-
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condition or ―strings attached‖. Uganda and international laws,
applicable, are observed in accepting funds.
A governing board for fundraising is elected and may include current
student(s), former student(s), community member(s) and Institute
staff. The Board of Trustees is represented by member(s).
The Foundation is governed independently from administration
functions. Responsibility includes legally soliciting assistance and
allocating financial contributions, material assistance, human help, in
the most needy areas of the Institute and community.
Foundation resources are used following these priorities:
1.

Student financial aid including scholarships and grants.

2.

Student employment and internship opportunities.

3.

Career placement and job search services.

4.

Loans directly to student upon graduation to start small
business or help with job search efforts.

5.

Health and sports activity programs.

6.

After-school student programs, for instance tutoring
Institute students, and pupils of primary schools in the
community.

7.

Library services including books, equipment and personnel.

8.

Collaborative programs between other schools, near and far,
domestic and international and Institute students, staff and
faculty to form lasting friendships that lead to development.

9.

Educational equipment to exclude automobiles but to
include motorcycles and bicycles.

10. Community development including assistance in renovating
individual homes in the community, bringing clean water,
electricity, telephone and health services.
The charitable Foundation is expected to start its duties by 2013.
Food Services
Institute being a non-boarding school, has no food services.
Occasionally, though, some food may be sold at the Coffee Shop.
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Coffee Shop
The term ―Coffee Shop‖ is used to mean a semi-canteen type of
facility. Students may buy and enjoy coffee, tea, fruits, juices, snacks
and – occasionally – meals at good prices. A private vendor may win
a lease to manage the Coffee Shop and would be audited bi-weekly,
or the Institute‘s Very Important Student Committee may be assigned
to manage the coffee shop. Either arrangement would be similar to
conditions outlined for Bookstore on page 119.
Primary Homework Center
On appropriate days and convenient hours, pupils in Primary 4 to
Primary 7 are offered free lessons to improve their understanding of
Mathematics and English Language. Tutoring is by qualified
teachers, or university students or ―A‖ level | ―O‖ level students, or
similar peers. This service titled Youth Bridge to Success is free to
community children or children attending schools within the
immediate neighborhoods of the Institute.
The purpose of YBS is to assist community children acquire skills
that will assist them pass the Primary Leaving Examination and
eventually instill confidence to succeed in technical fields, for
instance, medicine, engineering, manufacturing, business
entrepreneurship and education.
For details contact the Main Office.
Worship
On Sunday, or other appropriate day, worship service will be held for
students and community. Fellow students, priests, pastors and shieks
may lead the service. Worship is voluntary. Wellness topics may be
discussed during or after service to include HIV-AIDS prevention,
fighting infections, controlling fever and common colds, as well as
empowering students financially, morally and physically.
Technical Services
Services may be offered at KMI for repair and maintenance of
computers, printers and related peripherals, typewriters and other
office equipment. Other services include producing CDs, DVDs,
photocopying and other media duplication as well as scanning of
original material. All material duplicated must be for ―fair use‖ as
outlined in international and common-law copyright regulations, or
must be done as originals. Original means ―not pirated from another
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artist or not used without permission. ‖ Fair Use means ―not made for
sale or re-sale‖. Technical services are non-profit, at cost, intended to
keep our community improving economically and socially in the
modern world. Please contact Main Office for more details.
Technical Services Disclaimer: Any person, agency or organization
that requests services outlined above under “Technical Services”
assumes responsibility for copyright laws and absolves Kisulo
Mukasa Institute, its employees, agents and representatives of
claims, suits, damage costs, and expenses of charges under Uganda,
East Africa, international, statutory or common-law infringement
resulting from the Institute’s offer to provide services, materials,
training, and equipment. Pirated material is not accepted.
Housing
The Institute is currently offering no housing. We are in the process
of building housing for student accommodation, however, that will
give student a choice between hostel, apartment, single, shared
rooms, double and three-bedroom apartments.
At present, student who needs accommodation may find plenty to
choose from within the Mpala-Nkumba-Entebbe community. Single
rooms can be rented in homes. Self-contained rooms, apartments and
other forms of housing are also available. Student may ask for advice
on housing at Institute office. Institute does not, however, endorse or
recommend any facility. Student, parent-sponsor are solely
responsible for all accommodation arrangements with a landlord.
Student is encouraged to read Campus Safety Policy 1.898 for
information about security and safety services that may be requested.
Advice on Renting:
As part of student‘s private arrangements for off-campus
accommodation, these 9 points are provided by Institute for
student‘s wellbeing:
 •Safety–Consider safety first always. Ask around for safest
area and choose rental areas with safety in mind. •Area–Look
for a place free of entertainment places, shops and business
activity. That way student will have a quiet environment
supporting private study. •Rent– Landlord may ask for 3
months advance payment plus a deposit. •Deposit– May be ½
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of month‘s rent or more. By law deposit must be refunded upon
leaving rented facility. To get the refund, renter must have paid all
rent due and has to leave room in good condition [meaning clean
and undamaged]. •Electricity–May be restricted to lights,
radio, TV, cell phone, ironing and other light-use equipment
excluding refrigerator or ―hot plate‖. Using non-allowed items
may cause conflict with landlord and could lead to being forced to
leave room [eviction] and lose deposit. Typically most landlords
use one electricity meter among several tenants and including
themselves. So, if one of the tenants is using a device that
consumes lots of power, the bill gets high. Question for student to
think about: How do you resolve that issue? •Contract– Many
landlords or people renting housing property on behalf of owners
do not write contracts. This can make the student-landlord
relationship a casual agreement based on a handshake, a smile and
trust. Conflict may arise under this plan sooner or later. Student is,
therefore, advised to persuade landlord to put agreement in
writing, including all points noted above. Institute Office of
Student Development may assist student in writing a clearly
enforceable tenant-landlord contract but Office will not witness
contract, written or verbal, or sign on it or guarantee its
enforcement. The best-case scenario would be to have student‘s
parent or sponsor first meet face to face with preferred landlord so
they can know and trust each other before student uses house.
 •Room-share– Student may share a room or rooms with another
person to save money. While this arrangement may save money,
student is advised to choose a fellow student and to understand
roommate‘s behavior and financial condition before committing
to such an arrangement. Sharing with a non-student may bring a
lifestyle that could inconvenience KMI student. How is financial
condition of prospective roommate? Is your new roommate a
―party animal‖, somebody who prefers drinking and dancing more
than studying? Are you safe staying in the same room or house
with that person, whether he or she is a fellow student or not?
Think about your answers to those questions! •Smoker?– If you
are not a smoker, you probably prefer a roommate and
environment free of tobacco. Think about that seriously too.
 •Chief and Police– Advice: Know the LC1 chief and local
Police post as well as local customary law and authority.
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PLAN UNDERWAY
Several projects are being worked on and are expected soon:
Community Market
Let‘s go shopping and have some fun while eating healthy foods.
Every Saturday from 3 p.m.-8 p.m. plans have been made for an open
market on campus grounds. The only issue left to resolve is space
design and parking. Vendors to be invited may include farmers
selling locally-grown foods, fruits and vegetables and dry goods to
include locally made clothing and accessories. An appropriate fee
will be charged to vendors for maintenance of the selling area.
Students are encouraged to participate mostly as vendors. This will
give them opportunity to learn how to negotiate space, how to sell,
and how to live the life of an informed buyer.
Radio Station and TV Station
Community programming, educational programming. These will
come alive when Institute‘s radio and TV stations get on air—
planned soon.
KMI radio is expected to air on AM bandwidth [making our Institute
a pioneer of commercial broadcasting on non-FM, like radios do
today]. Both media will aim to bridge communication between KMI
students and staff and surrounding community, to include entire
Wakiso district, with educational and developmental programs.
Students will learn hands-on broadcasting. As well, students will
handle marketing and sales and other responsibilities for success.
Obtaining a license today —which is a frequency, for instance AM
710 — is almost like winning a lottery. We hope KMI will get the TV
and radio licenses to benefit our community. [Is anybody at
Broadcast Council reading this?] The future looks bright at KMI.

Thank you for choosing us!
CERTIFICATION
Every effort is made to ensure that information in this course
booklet is accurate. Any error — spelling, typo, omission, addition
or other — may be corrected: by Institute explaining verbally, or
through media; issuing supplemental pages inserted in booklet or
issued as stand-alone(s); or using other means.
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